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Basic Standard Costs
By Eric A. Camman
This book has met with instant favor and is in demand. The text is clear, comprehen
sive and authoritative. Every accountant whether engaged chiefly in cost accounting
or otherwise will find it helpful. All executives will find in it much that will be of
assistance in solving the problems before them.
The author is well known by students of cost accounting and his experience covers an
extraordinarily wide range of industry.
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tions of the application of the principles of standard costs in various industries. The
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and the price is $3.50 delivered in the United States.
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The District Machine Company <
a factory cost system controlled by a
entry factory- ledger, the opening balance.
which appear January 1, 19—, in part as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The following represent
operations for the year:
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

$15,000
100,000
250,000
98.000
7.000

Undistributed Burden......................
Raw Material....................................
Work in Process................................
Finished Product..............................
Accrued Pay Roll.............................

the

total

of

Raw Material Purchases................. $225,000
Pay Rolls...........................................
155,000
Productive Labor Distribution ....
150.000
Department Overhead.....................
315,000
Raw Material Consumed..................
250,000
Product at Cost..................................
825,000
Department Overhead Distributed . . . 325,000
Sales at Cost........................................ 905,000

I

of the MONTH
Can You Solve It?
Send Us Your Answer and We Will
Send You Our Standard Solution

Raise the necessary controlling accounts to
show the ledger record of the above opera
tions together with trial balance at the end
of the year.

««« »»»
A New Year and A New Start
What has gone before is history; what is to come is
tremendously important to you as an individual. You
have the power, within yourself, to determine whether
you will become a valuable essential in the world of
renewed business progress or just a mere cog in an every
day grind.
By preparing yourself now, through accountancy
training, to step forward and upward into responsi
bility and higher pay, you are building for positive and
permanent success in the years to come. This has been
the general experience of Walton students. Hundreds
of successful junior and senior executives owe their
splendid positions to the excellence of Walton training.
Now, at the beginning of a new year, is a most appro
priate time to enroll in

The unparalleled record of successes achieved by Walton
students is convincing proof of the thorough and prac
tical character of Walton training. Nearly twelve hun
dred Walton students have passed American Institute
and Certified Public Accountant examinations. Ap
proximately 80 per cent of them were trained through
home study.
Walton students have won twenty-three high honor
medals in Illinois C. P. A. examinations. For nine suc
cessive years Walton men won special distinction in
American Institute examinations.
This remarkable record is unequalled by the students
of any other educational institution. It is of vital sig
nificance to you. How hundreds of Walton trained men
and women have attained high positions is interestingly
told in our new 136-page book

Walton Courses In

"The Walton Way To
A Better Day"

Constructive Accounting—Advanced Account
ing & Auditing— Cost Accounting— Business
Law — Federal Income Tax Accounting —
Mathematics of Accounting and Finance —
C.P.A. Coaching

(Subjects May Be Taken Separately)

It gives definite proof of the outstanding merit of
Walton training; it outlines Walton methods, and shows
how, without previous training, to master this interest
ing and profitable profession in one’s own home. The
book is FREE; mail the coupon today.

Day and Evening Classes and Home Study Instruction
389-399 McCormick
Building
Chicago

Member National Home Study Council

WALTON SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, 389-399 McCormick Building, Chicago, Illinois
Without obligation on my part, please send me a copy of “The Walton Way to a Better Day,” and suggestions as to what you can
do to help me advance in the business world.
.Name............... ........................................................................................................................................
□ Home Study Instruction

!

□ Resident Day Classes
□ Resident Evening Classes

Occupation...................................................................................... Age...................................
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Revised Edition!

What Shall I Do

When—?
Every professional man must ask
himself: What shall I do when this
happens or when that is requested?
Ethics of a Profession consists of
159 pages. The subjects specifically
discussed are the following: Going
into Practice, Offices, Partners,
Branch Offices, Incorporation, The
Accountant’s Place in the Com
munity, Soliciting, Advertisement,
The First Client, Fees, Contingent
Fees, Commissions, Bidding, Se
crecy, Prophecy, Name, Clients,
Staff, Language. .

Third Edition — September, 1928
Second Printing — May, 1930

Theory, Auditing and Problems
A four-volume digest of problems and ques
tions given in 955 C. P. A. examinations by
accountancy boards in 48 states; June, 1929
papers are included. Distribution is:
California.........................
Florida...............................
Illinois................................
Indiana..............................
Massachusetts................
Michigan..........................
Missouri............................

39
26
42
25
20
23
26

The most important considera
tion of every reputable accountant
should be the proper practice of his
profession; consequently a brief text
upon the general subject of ethics is
a useful addition to every account
ant’s library and constitutes a help
ful companion, especially for begin
ners in the field.

New Jersey.......................
16
New York.........................
60
Ohio..................................... 24
Pennsylvania................... 31
Washington...................... 33
Wisconsin.......................... 18
Other States..................... 572

The four buckram-bound volumes contain 400
problems and 5,824 questions, classified in
related groups, with lectures authenticated by
7,579 specific references to recognized accounting
authorities. Volume II solves problems in Volume
I; Volume IV solves problems in Volume III.
Time allowances are given so problems may be
solved under C. P. A. conditions.

A Golden Opportunity
This set is almost indispensable to C. P. A.
candidates as it combines C. P. A. theory and
auditing questions with authenticated lectures,
and classified C. P. A. problems with solutions
and time allowances.

| FREE EXAMINATION COUPON I
_____________________________________ |
|
THE WHITE PRESS COMPANY, INC.
Departmental Bank Bldg., Washington, D.

|
|

C.

You may send me on 5 days’ approval books checked.
□ Complete Set (Four Volumes, 1,871 pages), $15.00
□ Volume I and Solutions (Vol. II), $7.50
□ Volume III and Solutions (Vol. IV), $7.50
I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within
five days of receipt.
Signed..............................................................................................................

Street.................................................................................................................

|

In Ethics of a Profession the opin
ions of leaders in accountancy are
summarized and presented in clear,
concise language.
Bound in Cloth, $1.50

|
I

■
|

|
|

City....................................................................................................................
(Sent on approval only in U. S. and Canada)

|

Write for Illustrative Circular

|

American Institute
Publishing Co., Inc.
135 Cedar Street
NEW YORK

|--------------------------------------------------------- |
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Announcing
THE

NEW

INTERNATIONAL

ALPHABETIC

Accounting Machine
THIS
IS A SAMPLE
OF THE PRINT
ING DONE
BY THE ALPHABETIC
ACCOUNTING
MACHINE
NUMERALS CAN BE PRINTED ALONG
WITH THE ALPHABETIC
CHARACTERS
AS
IN
THE ADDRESS
345 BROADWAY

This device makes available an unlimited variety of set-ups for finished
reports, wherein descriptions as well as names and addresses are fully desig
nated in alphabetic form. Coding and typing operations are thereby
eliminated.

It automatically lists, tabulates and prints, by the Electric Accounting
Method, both alphabetic and numerical data. All alphabetic characters and
all digits are embraced in its type range. Both classes of data are printed
from the same type bars, an arrangement that gives complete flexibility in
handling the two kinds of information.

The ability of the Alphabetic Accounting Machine
to prepare bills, invoices, accounts receivable and
various other statements for customer use, reports
for executives, classified lists, directories, address
labels, packing slips, etc., makes it adaptable to
the record work of almost every organization.
Write for complete details

International Business Machines Corporation
International Electric Tabulating and Accounting Machines . . . International Time Recorders and Electric Time Systems
International Industrial Scales . . . Dayton Moneyweight Scales and Store Equipment

General Offices

Canadian Division

270 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

300 CAMPBELL AVE., W. TORONTO, ONT.

OFFICES

AND

SERVICE

STATIONS

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
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' FRAUD '
ITS CONTROL THROUGH
ACCOUNTS
BY

George

KLEIN’S
FEDERAL INCOME
TAXATION
The manuscript of the 1933 CUMULATIVE SUPPLE
MENT to Klein's FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION
will be ready to go to the printer as soon as the new
Regulations are released. The date of such release has
not been announced, but it may be by the end of the
year. The 1933 CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT will
be ready for delivery very shortly after such release
date. This should be welcome news to practitioners and
taxpayers who have increasingly learned that it is safe
to depend on “Klein.”
The 1933 CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT will
supersede previous supplements and will include, with
adequate and helpful discussion and comment, the
decisions and rulings issued since the publication of
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION, the basic text.
This 1933 CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT will, of
course, interpret, explain and illustrate the application
of the Revenue Act of 1932 and the Regulations and
rulings issued thereunder.
As in the case of previous supplements, the 1933
CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT will be a limited
edition. Users of Klein’s FEDERAL INCOME TAXA
TION are urged to make early reservation of the 1933
volume.
NOTE — Those who have already made reservation at the
former-quoted price of $7 will of course get their copy at the
new price of $6.

Federal Income Taxation (1929)

$10.00

To Make Sure of Your Copy Mail Your
Reservation NOW

1933 Cumulative Supplement — Klein
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
440 Fourth Avenue, New York
Gentlemen: Please send me as soon as available the 1933
Cumulative Supplement to Klein’s “Federal Income
Taxation.” I understand the price will be $6.00 per copy.

Street..............................................................................................................

Bennett,
c.p.a.

ph.d., ll.m.,

can be prevented
by precaution. Internal check locks the door
before the horse is stolen. It minimizes ac
counting errors and generally leads to
prompt detection of embezzlement.
America loses through fraud every year
over $2,000,000,000. Nine-tenths of this
can be saved by internal check adequately
applied.
“Fraud, Its Control Through Ac
counts,’’ by G. E. Bennett, assembles
information about internal check and
describes briefly but comprehensively ac
counting methods which have proved ef
fective in the war against carelessness
and crime.
This book was selected by the American
Institute of Accountants for publication
because of its great importance. Controllers,
bookkeepers, business executives and man
agers and professional accountants will
find this book of interest and value.
Nearly

TO THE USERS OF

E.

every fraud

Price $1.50

132 pages

American Institute Publishing Co.
135 Cedar Street, New York

City ..........................................................State........................
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ARE YOU
FACING

C. P. A,
Examina
• A Guide to
planning SPECIAL FORMS tions?
Without obligation or cost, this in
formative booklet, "Planning the
Special Form," will be sent to in
terested Certified Public Account
ants. It describes and illustrates
basic principles, sizes, materials,
and devices. Assistance in planning
special forms will be cheerfully
given by the Wilson-Jones sta
tioners. There is one near you.

WILSON-JONES COMPANY
3300 Franklin Blvd., Chicago
NEW YORK

. . . Please send a copy of "Planning the
Special Form"

CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY

Name___________________________________
Attach to your business letterhead.

v

C.P.A. Solutions
Problems c.p.a.
Taylor Problems
and
Taylor
। Miller
miller

These books give you the confidence of thorough
familiarity with actual C. P. A. problems and ques
tions. Here are 243 Accounting Problems — 260
questions on Accounting Theory, 204 queries on
Auditing Theory and Procedure — with Solutions to
the Problems, carefully worked out in accordance
with accepted principles and practice.

C. P. A. Problems
and Solutions to
C. P. A. Problems
Both by Jacob B. Taylor, C. P. A.
and Hermann C. Miller, C. P. A.
Both members of the Faculty, Ohio State University

Two Volumes, 1089 pages, 6x9, per set, $10.00,
postpaid — payable $1.00 in ten days and $3.00
monthly for three months

NEWS
Concise reports of current
events affecting accountants
appear in the Bulletin of the
American Institute of Accountants-a monthly news
magazine of accountancy.
$1.00 A YEAR

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
PUBLISHING CO., INC.

HESE problems and questions have been

selected from those actually pro
Tjudiciously
pounded in recent state and A. I. A. examinations

throughout the country. They cover a wide range of
points and topics from the preparation of statements
down to specialized accounting situations met in
consignment, branch, retail, instalment, bank, real
estate, and fiduciary work. Two complete examina
tions are fully reproduced for checking one’s speed
and proficiency under the usual time limits set.
Recommended for pre-examination study, training
juniors, or a comprehensive review for anyone

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

■ ■■■■■■■ ■Examine FREE■ ■■■■■■■
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
370 Seventh Avenue, New York
Send me for 10 days’ free examination, postpaid, Taylor and
Miller’s C. P. A. Problems and Solutions to C.P.A. Prob
lems. I agree either to return them postpaid within 10 days of
receipt or to remit $1.00 in 10 days and $3.00 monthly for
three months.
Name..............................................................................................................
Home address........................................

City and State........................................
Position..........................................................................................................

135 Cedar Street, New York

Firm........................................JA-12-32
(BOOKS ON APPROVAL IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA ONLY)
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et’s be fair
to the Stationer

L

ACCOUNTANTS sometimes tell us that they would like to save
money for their clients by prescribing some of the many excellent stock accounting forms which National makes for modern
business, but that too often they cannot find the forms they want actually
in stock at the stationer’s.
But consider: the stationer’s problem is not an easy one. There are some
hundreds of stock forms in more or less common use by businesses.
(National alone makes over 400 varieties of size, ruling and arrange
ment). Of these only a few are in such steady demand that a business
stationer is justified in carrying a large stock on hand. Other forms are
represented in his stock by small quantities, and still others (rarely
called for but none the less excellent for special purposes) only by
samples.
But any stationer who carries National loose leaf supplies and equipment
can get any stock National form as fast as the fastest train can rush it
from Holyoke, New York or Chicago. He has a full line of samples and
complete catalog information. In far less time than it would take to
have forms printed locally he can deliver superbly made, ruled and
punched forms, and at a cost far under that of specially printed work.

Give your stationer a few days and he can save your clients both time and
money. Better still, do as many of the most progressive accountants are
doing — confer with him now; go over his samples and catalogs and tell
him what forms your clients are likely to need next month and during
the next six months. If he’s a National stationer he will be glad to co
operate with you by laying in a stock of the forms you’re specially in
terested in.

Our new loose leaf catalog Y is just
off the press. If you haven’t a copy, the
coupon below will bring
one to your desk.

National Blank Book Company
Dept. Z7

Holyoke, Mass.

Please send me without obligation a copy of your
latest catalog.
Name.............................................................................................................................
Firm...............................................................................................................................
Address........................................................................................................................
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To those who
plan to take
the next C.P.A. examination
Particularly noteworthy
features of the training are:
N addition to its regular
Course, the Interna
tional Accountants Society,
Inc., offers a special Coach
ing Course for Accountants
who are planning to take the
C. P. A. Examination.

I

This Course will be sup
plied only to those who are
already competent account
ants, as no attempt is made
to teach general accounting
in this course. The instruc
tion is pointed directly at
the C. P. A. Examination.

Something more than a
knowledge of accounting is
necessary to insure success
in the examination room.
Solving examination prob
lems is vastly different from
the usual work of making

audits, installing systems, or
conducting investigations.
Many men with little or no
practical experience can
solve C. P. A. problems
readily — many others with
years of experience flounder
pitifully in the examination
room. WHY? The candidate
is required to work at top
speed. He must work with
limited information. He has
to construct definitions.
Very often it is necessary
for him to use unusual
working sheets.
The C. P. A. Coaching
Course given by the Inter
national Accountants So
ciety, Inc., prepares you to
meet such conditions. The
fee is $42, and the text
consists of twenty lessons.

100 problems in Practical Accounting
with solutions and comments
100 questions and answers in Account
ing Law
100 questions and answers in Auditing
100 questions and answers in Theory
of Accounts

Elaborate explanations and comments
that include, in addition to the finished
statements or solutions, such items as
suggestions for “Notes to the Examiner,”
working sheets, side calculations, use of
proper terminology, and discussions of
authoritative opinions.
Problems and questions (1) actually
used in a C. P. A. or an A. I. A. examina
tion, or (2) specially prepared to train
the candidate in handling certain points
likely to be encountered in the examination.

Personal correction, criticism, and grad
ing of every examination paper by a
Certified Public Accountant who has him
self passed the C. P. A. examination.
There are sixteen such Certified Public
Accountants on the Active Faculty of the
International Accountants Society, Inc.

A SPECIAL booklet, “How to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination,'' is now ready for those
who are interested. For a free copy, just write your name and address below and mail.

International Accountants Society, Inc.
A Division of the ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE

S

To the International Accountants Society, Inc., 3411 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Send me the special booklet, “How to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination,”
which describes your special Coaching Course for Accountants.
Name_____ ______ ______________ __ ____ _____ Company........ . .................

.---------- -

Address_______________________ ___ _____________ _______________________ ___________________
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Figure Distribution
and Analysis
These folders show
new developments
that lower costs
Burroughs has prepared a series of illustrated,

descriptive folders (such as those on Figure

1

Sales distributed by cost and selling price, quan
tity and value, weight and amount or similar
distribution for each department. Totals auto
matically accumulated and proved—all in one
operation. Also applicable to purchases and
other distribution work.

Distribution of sales, labor, material or expense

unit accounts showing daily totals and
2 to totals
to date—all in one operation.
A simple, speedy plan of listing, classifying
totaling amounts in one run, with sepa
3 and
rate accumulations of items for most active

classifications, and unit sorting tags automati
cally created for less active classifications.

Analysis figures are provided promptly by this
speedy method of consolidating and posting
branch house expense and general ledgers.

4
A simple, fast, economical plan of distributing
labor, material or expenses
5 sales, purchases,using
unit media.
Illustrating a method of posting ledger, writing
and distributing to many classifications
6 journal
in one operation. Several related records written
at the same time, as desired.

Distribution and Analysis, at the left) showing
how business can take full advantage of the new
machines and new features which Burroughs

has recently developed to reduce accounting ex

pense, especially under present-day conditions.
You will probably want several, or all, of these
folders — for your own information, and in the

interest of your clients — to keep you in touch
with what Burroughs is doing to help cut

accounting costs and — at the same time—to bring

greater speed and thoroughness to every phase
of accounting work.

MAIL THIS COUPON
BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO.
6302 Second Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan

You can obtain the folders shown — or similar

Please send me, without charge or obliga
tion, folders numbered---------------- —------- .
I am interested also in other folders on the
subjects checked below.

folders on any other type of accounting work —

□ Payroll
□ Accounts Receivable
□ Stores Records □ Accounts Payable
□ Billing
□ General Accounting

Name------------------------------------------------------Address---------------------------------------------------

by telephoning the local Burroughs office, or by

mailing the coupon.

Burroughs
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EDITORIAL
The Journal of Accountancy has
pleasure in announcing that beginning
with the issue of January, 1933, it will devote a special department
of the magazine to the reporting of court decisions throughout the
United States dealing with questions of accounting, accountancy,
the regulation of the practice of the profession and other matters
which have a direct or indirect bearing upon accounting prac
tice and technique. It will obviously be impossible to present an
absolutely complete summary of all decisions in which the words
“account” appears, and, indeed, most of such decisions are of no
consequence whatever, but nearly every month there are some
decisions in which every accountant would feel an interest, yet
too often these decisions remain unknown beyond a local circle.
Sometimes there comes a decision which is of transcendent im
portance to the whole profession, such as the judgment rendered
by the supreme court of Tennessee declaring a so-called “restric
tive” C. P. A. law unconstitutional. Every accountant should
know about that decision. Sometimes there are decisions in for
eign courts which may have a bearing upon future cases in our
own federal or state courts—and they will be briefly summarized
in this new legal department. The method of presentation will be
simple and explicit. When a case is not finally settled and is
under appeal there will be a brief statement of the parties, the
cause of action and the decision of the lower court. When the
matter goes up to the next court, if there be further appeal pos-

A Legal Department

401

The Journal of Accountancy

sible, there will be a similar exposition of the plain facts. When
the matter has reached its court of last resort, if the subject be of
importance there will be a fairly comprehensive synopsis of the
judgment. In cases in which the points at issue are highly tech
nical the editor of the new department will explain in non-legal
language the significance of the case. For example, if a law is de
clared unconstitutional and the court in its dictum is not ex
planatory of the grounds for the decision we shall present the
constitutional provision which the judgment declares to have
been contravened. Matters of peculiar importance will be dis
cussed, as they have been in the past, in the editorial pages of the
magazine. We are glad to be able to announce that the new
department will be conducted by Harold Dudley Greeley, who is
a practising lawyer in New York and Connecticut. He formerly
practised as a certified public accountant of New York. He is the
author of works of importance. His most recent volume, Law for
Laymen, was published last summer by the publishers of this maga
zine and has met with a most enthusiastic reception. Mr. Greeley
will welcome suggestions which readers may care to send to him
and will include comments in his department when subjects of im
portance are brought to his attention. He will not, however,
conduct a question-and-answer department. Readers who have
legal questions to ask will have to consult their own attorneys.
Our department is merely to present a summary and explanation
of important decisions which may have an effect upon the prac
tice of accountancy.

The Bulletin of the American Institute
of Accountants published November 15,
1932, contained a brief announcement
that for a period of one year the American Institute of Account
ants will, in effect, waive the requirements of the by-laws for the
payment of initiation fees. The council, in voting to relieve ap
plicants of the obligation of paying more than may be convenient
in these times of stringency, was animated by a spirit of fairness
rather than by any thought of departing permanently from the
existing rules. When times are normal it is certainly not too
much to ask of any applicant that he pay the initiation fee of fifty
dollars, which has always prevailed since the beginning of the Insti
tute. However, we have never passed through other times quite
so trying since the Institute was inaugurated, and there are many
402
Temporary Relief
from Fees

Editorial
men and women who have expressed an eagerness to join the In
stitute but have been prevented by the fact that the expense was
greater than they could afford in the present circumstances. It is
confidently expected that before long there will be sufficient ac
tivity in accountancy to make the question of fees unimportant.
But during the present year, which ends August 31,1933, there will
be no superabundance of cash in anybody’s hands, and accordingly
the council determined to meet the issue in the only way which
seemed to offer. Probably a considerable number of eligible ac
countants will take advantage of the opportunity which is pre
sented. At any rate, the temporary ruling is a gesture of cor
diality which must have an influence upon those who are thinking
of affiliating with the professional organization.

At the annual meeting of the American
Institute of Accountants in Kansas
City, the council, sitting as a trial board,
heard and adjudicated charges preferred by four members of the
Institute, engaged in practice as a firm, against another member of
the Institute who had formerly been in partnership with some of
the partners of the firm. The accusation alleged that the de
fendant had approached clients of the firm and had informed
them that he was leaving the firm and wished to be retained as
their accountant. It was alleged that when the defendant had
later associated himself with another firm he continued to solicit
the clients of his former associates. The defense rested upon the
contention that there had not been solicitation of the firm’s
clients but only of certain clients whom the defendant believed to
be either his own or those of a former partner with whom he, the
defendant, had been on terms of close friendship. The defendant
argued that having been a partner in a firm which was terminated
before the formation of the new firm which made the complaint,
he had a perfect right to communicate with any clients of the old
firm as they were as much his clients as they were the clients of his
former partners. The charges were brought under a rule of con
duct which prohibits the solicitation of the clients of another
member of the Institute. The board evidently felt that, while
this case had some merit on both sides, the conduct of the de
fendant was not becoming in an accountant and was not creditable
to the profession. It was resolved that this view of the trial
board should be explained, so that accountants generally might
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know that the trial board was firmly convinced that even in such
circumstances as those which surrounded that case there was no
justification for endeavoring to divert accounting practice from
one office to another by means of solicitation. This case is of
considerable interest because it seems to mark a distinct step
forward in the control of the profession. The trial board, which
consists of all the members of the council, has clearly adopted the
view that it is not enough to be technically proper but that there
must be also, above and beyond anything definable, a spirit of
professional courtesy if men are to be regarded as worthy of mem
bership in the Institute. It has often been said that the Ameri
can Institute’s code of ethics is the highest of all the codes of pro
fessional societies in the United States of America. There are
practices which may be adopted in almost any other profession
without reprimand that will meet with condemnation under the
Institute’s code. This is all worthy. No code of ethics can be
too high, if men can follow it. And there is nothing in the Insti
tute’s code or in its interpretation, including this most recent
case, which will interfere with the proper gentlemanly conduct of
the profession.
It is a hopeful sign when bankers begin
to talk frankly about their responsibility
for much of the financial difficulty through which the people of the
United States have been passing. It has been a common allega
tion that bankers were so completely self-satisfied that it was
hopeless to expect any spirit of contrition or any substantial effort
to bring about an important change. The depression has done
some very splendid things for most of us, and one of them is a
sense of blame which bankers of high standing have been induced
to assume. In a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post an
article by Frank A. Vanderlip, formerly president of the National
City bank, New York, discusses impartially the status of the
banks, and he freely admits that a great part of the depression
might have been averted had the bankers been imbued with
greater wisdom and less smug content. The substance of his
comments should be taken to heart by bankers and business men
generally. For example, he says at one place, “The primary cause
of more than ninety per cent. of those collapses [bank failures]
has been bad management. I am not giving merely my personal
opinion. I am stating a fact of which I have proof. ” He analyzes
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developments which have transferred the chief function of many
of the banks from commercial to investment banking, and he
points out that when a large proportion of loans is secured by
collateral there is no protection worth while when collateral loses
its value. We are peculiarly interested in his concluding sugges
tion that a questionnaire should be devised by the clearing house
committee, the federal reserve bank and the New York stock ex
change to obtain from issuing houses full particulars of proposed
flotations. Such a questionnaire, he believes, should reveal the
spread between the buying and selling prices, detailed information
as to the use the corporation agrees to make of the funds obtained
from a bond issue, a later check by engineers to certify that money
obtained for construction purposes had actually been properly
devoted to such construction and what commissions or bonuses
had been paid. “The public is entitled to know where the busi
ness of a new issue originates, who is getting the money, who is
being bailed out. Let the banks provide the bond buyer with
frank statements along such lines and there will be far less prob
ability of onerous legislation being forced upon them, and bond
buyers will fare better than they have in the past.”
This is all to the good, but Mr. Vanderlip seems to have overlooked one im
portant factor with which he certainly is
quite familiar. He omits to mention the indispensable function
which the accountant performs in the exposition of clear, informa
tive accounts. Probably, as Mr. Vanderlip says, the bankers
have not fully realized their duty and have not been fair with the
investing public. They could have insisted upon a much better
system of reporting than they have demanded. The depression,
as has been said, seems to be effecting a salutary change of heart,
and the banker, now, while the evil times are still with us, is full of
repentance and ripe for reformation. Whether this lowly spirit
will continue or not is a point to which the future must supply
the answer. At any rate, for the time being there is an honest
willingness to admit that there may be something rotten in the
state of banking. Certainly it is so, if ninety per cent. of the
failed banks have been mismanaged prior to failure. Nearly
everyone agrees that there has been a vast amount of bad bank
ing, but ninety per cent. is an extraordinarily high figure. How
ever, Mr. Vanderlip knows the banking subject better than most
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men know it and his words of warning, his cry of “ Peccavi,” pub
lished in a magazine which has a wide circulation among all
classes of the community, is a most important record. It should
do much to encourage reformation. What is being done by the
American Institute of Accountants and the New York stock ex
change through their cooperating committees is destined, we
trust, to accomplish much of the reform which Mr. Vanderlip and
others feel should influence the preparation of all financial state
ments. The great banks now seem to offer an attractive medium
of investment in their own stocks, and probably the public more
than ever before will become personally interested in the conduct
of the banks whose stocks are not closely held. It will then be all
the more important that the full, frank and competent statements
for which Mr. Vanderlip and many other writers cry shall be
forced into the view of the public.
In the old days when sailing ships car
ried the merchandise of the world across
the seven seas a Yankee clipper was running down the southeast
trades in the south Atlantic. Two men, in their watch below,
were sitting in the shadow cast by the fo’c’s’le head discuss
ing the things that every sailor must discuss—the weather,
the last port, the boarding houses of the world and the compara
tive charms of the girls everywhere. One of them said, “Do
you know anything about New London? There’s a red-haired
milliner there who likes salt water. When I was in port last time
I stayed at a boarding house kept by the Widow Leppard and it
was very comfortable.” The other man replied, “Did you stay
there, too? Why, I spent a month there between voyages. ” And
straightway these two men, having something in common, even
if only the memory of a sailor’s boarding house, felt a nearness to
each other, and before the voyage was over they were known as
chums. And it was all simply because they had this faint thread
of a common interest between them. In the impressive grandeur
of the Gothic chapel of Princeton university two students sitting
at service on Sunday morning were suddenly attracted to some
reference which the speaker was making to matters in the Orient.
The one student was an American, fair haired and stalwart. The
other was a Chinese, dark and of short stature. But something in
the reference to the Far East struck a common cord and the
American laid his hand upon the Chinese student’s shoulder with
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a touch that was almost affectionate. They had discovered some
thing which was a common interest. These two illustrations
could be multiplied without end, but they serve to reveal the
fundamental principle which we are trying to expound, namely,
that when men have a common interest they can overlook the
distances, even the racial inheritances and embark as members of
the same crew upon some argosy.

This is the principle which makes for the
success, nay, it renders almost impera
tive the holding, of meetings, convoca
tions, conventions or whatever they may be called, wherein men,
having a similar purpose and aim in life, can get together, exchange
knowledge and experiences and discover what almost always
underlies, a common interest. It is not necessary that there
should be exactly parallel purposes. Two men having identical
ambitions and desires may be entirely devoid of that intangible
something which we have called a common interest. Their
rivalry may absolutely prevent anything common between them.
Two men may worship in the same church and ostensibly desire
the promotion of the kingdom of God in the same way but have
very little in common. Their religion may not be sufficiently re
ligious to give them the common interest. Men engaged upon
educational effort, which is supposed to be a leveler, may not have
that sympathetic interest in some common thing which will give
them the sense of intimate fellowship. Robinson Crusoe and
Friday represented the two poles of social condition. They were
separated by the law of master and servant, by the tradition of
race, and by the possession and the lack of knowledge, and yet
they discovered a common interest and have gone down in literary
history as fellows. Sometimes it is very difficult to ascertain
what is the precise nature of the thing which excites a common
interest. Men may not know, or perhaps not fully understand,
that the thing which draws them to some other men is nothing in
environment, nothing in similarity of character, nothing in
common outlook, but some strange thing which makes one man
know that another man has a vital interest in something that in
terests him, and so he has a readiness to understand the other man
and an eagerness to defend him and a desire to associate with him
—all because of this common interest.

The Cause May Be
Anything
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That, it seems to us, is what supports the
spirit and performance of convention,
using the word in its literal sense—a
coming together. The word is preferable to any of the other
words which are used to describe gatherings of men or women, if in
convening there be also a meeting of the minds. This was im
pressively demonstrated, as it has been many times in the past, at
the recent meeting of the American Institute of Accountants in
Kansas City. There were men from all parts of the country who
conduct practices, varying from the largest to the least, men
having a purely local spread of clientele and others having clients
around the world. But when they met outside the meeting
rooms and talked in corridors or over luncheon tables or on the
golf course, one could frequently see that they were discovering a
common interest. It may have had nothing whatever to do with
accounting or the practice of accountancy; it may have been
something entirely apart from any matter under discussion at the
meetings; but there was, it seemed this year more than in any
other, a purer democracy. Men got closer to each other in
spirit. Perhaps it was because the depression had removed some
of the barriers between the offices of the various firms, or it may
be that the profession is growing up and learning that some of the
things which seemed so tremendously important in the past have
really no lasting significance at all. There was an almost un
broken harmony in the meetings of the men from all parts of the
country and all of them felt that it was good to be there.

Conventions Present
Great Opportunities

Of course, everything that could be said
in the way of logical argument in favor
of annual meetings has been written and
said a thousand times in a thousand places, and there is nothing
new in the realm of fact which can be brought forward to convince
the unbelieving that meetings are worth while; but every man
who has attended meetings of his fellows, especially those who at
tended the one which we are now considering, will realize, if he
stop to ponder the matter, that there was great virtue in the
striking of hands and the exchange of greetings. Perhaps ac
countants present a more generic resemblance to each other than
most other callings can produce. There are good accountants
and, alas, bad accountants and a great many accountants in be
tween who are very Laodicean. They may be concerned with
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the audit of a country grocery or the consolidation of world-wide
corporations; but their mental processes are somewhat alike and
the things they have to do are not so different as they might at
first glance appear. It is doubly regrettable therefore that in the
early days of accountancy there was so much bitterness, so much
rivalry and such an unwillingness to think class thoughts. All
that is changed today. With the exception of an outcast here
and there, who feels that the hand of the world is against him,
most accountants are becoming class conscious, to use a hack
neyed and vile expression, and probably nothing has done more
to bring about the improvement than the annual meetings of
the American Institute of Accountants, supplemented con
siderably by the more frequent meetings of local societies.

Accountants have learned now that
their neighbor across the corridor is not
engaged in murder, arson or embezzle
ment. He is not a crook, but really a very decent fellow who is
trying to do the best he can. Perhaps if it had not been for the
meetings, with their good fellowship, the old feeling would still
linger and we should have acrimonious argument, attack, compe
tition and all that interferes with progress. Many meetings
have come and gone, and each seems to be productive of better
results than its immediate predecessor. This, it seems to us, is
largely because two or three men and groups of men and finally
whole societies of men discover a common interest. They are all
soldiers fighting in the same army and they have the same enemy
and the same difficulties of the road to overcome, and when they
can get together and tell each other what they know and how
they feel it will be strange indeed if somewhere within the line of
march or in the contiguous territory there be not found something
which will create a common interest. It has been said that it pays
to go to annual meetings because men become known to each other.
The man in San Diego, California, who has to have professional
assistance in Eastport, Maine, will be almost sure to call upon the
Eastport man whom he met at the last convention, and the man
in Eastport who has been to the convention and met the man
from San Diego will think of that man first when some profes
sional aid is needed in that pleasant corner of California. This is
all true enough. Many men have attributed their success largely
to the fact that they have been able to meet intimately other men
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who were helpful to them and to whom they could be of help.
To attend the annual meeting of any professional organization
pays actual dividends in cash. But that is not of such lasting
importance as the opportunities which are afforded for the dis
covery of the common interest, which is the thing that makes for
peace and progress in this world—and probably in the next.
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[Following is the text of the examinations in auditing, law and accounting
presented by the board of examiners of the American Institute of Accountants,
November 17 and 18, 1932.]

Examination in Auditing
November 17, 1932, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Answer all the following questions:

No. 1 (10 points):
Auditing a corporation in the state of X for the calendar year
1931, you find on its profit-and-loss statement "Taxes paid,
$4,200.” The ledger account shows the following items:
“Feb.
1 State real-estate tax—of 1930.......................
May 1 “
“
“
½ “ 1931..........
Nov. 1 “
“
“
“ -½ “ 1931.......................
Dec. 31 Contra to profit & loss........................................

$1,200
1,200
1,800

$4,200”

Supporting tax bills show that the assessments cover periods for
one year from July 1st, agreeing with the state’s fiscal year, the
taxes being due and payable in two instalments, November 1st
and May 1st.
You also discover an unrecorded unpaid bill for a state franchise
tax of $3,000, due and payable November 1, 1931, for one
year in advance.
Give your analysis of the items, and state how they should
be treated.

No. 2 (10 points):
A bank engages you to audit the accounts of the Smith Manu
facturing Company, which is seeking a loan. You find that the
company is not incorporated and that A. B. Smith is the sole
owner of the business.
How far will you go in determining and setting out in your
report the personal assets and liabilities of Mr. Smith? State
your procedure.
No. 3 (10 points):
State the method of verifying the following accounts in the
audit of a stock-brokerage firm.
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(a) Customers’ accounts (cash balance and securities).
(b) Failed to deliver.
(c) Failed to receive.
No. 4 (10 points):
In 1925 your client, a corporation, issued 100,000 shares of
cumulative preferred stock. In 1927 it repurchased 20,000 of
these shares and held them as treasury stock until 1932 when it
sold them at cost.
Dividends for 1930 and 1931 on the preferred
stock were suspended, but were declared in 1932 together with the
dividend for that year.
You find that the dividends on the 20,000 shares of treasury
stock for 1928 and 1929 were entered on the books as income to the
corporation, as were also the suspended dividends when declared
in 1932, the purchasers of record of these shares receiving only the
dividend for 1932.
How will you deal with this matter? Give your reasons.
No. 5 (10 points):
(a) Define “trade acceptance.” (b) What is its distinguishing
characteristic? (c) As compared with customary trade methods
of book accounts what are its advantages and disadvantages
(1) to the parties thereto, (2) to the auditor, and (3) to business
in general?

No. 6 (10 points):
The A. B. Corporation lends money to its customers, taking
their notes secured by warehouse receipts for merchandise in
storage. All these notes, together with the warehouse receipts,
are pledged by the corporation to secure bank loans.
What steps should the auditor take to verify the notes receivable
at the date of his balance-sheet?
No. 7 (10 points):
You are invited to address a regional bankers’ convention on the
subject of internal check in handling loans and discounts. Give
an outline of what you would suggest.
No. 8 (10 points):
In conducting an audit of a wholesale company, you note the
following accounts on the general ledger:
Cash discounts lost (debit balance)........................ $1,432.73
Cash discounts not taken (credit balance).............. 5,733.40
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What, in your opinion, is the meaning of these accounts, and
how will you dispose of them in preparing the income statement
of the business?
Submit pro-forma journal entries illustrating a purchase and
a sale under the procedure obviously followed by the company.

No. 9 (10 points):
State three methods of treating cash discounts on sales in the
income statement and discuss the reasons for each.
No. 10 (10 points):
In making an audit of a recently organized utility corporation,
you find an entry on the books, supported by resolution of the
board of directors, as follows:
“Franchises, Dr.......................................................................
To Surplus.........................................................................
To set up expenditures by incorporators prior to
date of incorporation in connection with securing
franchises.”

$50,000
$50,000

State what you would do and your reasons therefor.

Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice
PART I
November 17, 1932, 1:30 p. m. to 6:30 p. m.

The candidate must answer questions 1 and 2, 3 or 4 and 5 or 6.
No. 1 (30 points):
You are called upon by the president of a corporation to re
state the operating accounts of the company. The chief account
ant has recently remodelled the general ledger, introducing
accounts for cost of sales, work in progress and other accounts
appertaining to the operations. These accounts are maintained in
the general ledger, no separate factory ledger having been opened.
At the end of the first month under the new system, the chief
accountant has submitted to the president a statement of opera
tions showing:
Net sales.....................................................................
Cost of sales...............................................................

$75,000
43,700

Operating profit.....................................................

$31,300
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The president has then asked that figures be submitted showing
inventories at the beginning, purchases, payrolls, etc., but the
chief accountant has met with a serious accident and no one else in
the office has been able to furnish the desired information.
You are requested to do this.
Show how you would obtain the desired information and state
what suggestions you would offer in order that cost of sales could
readily be analyzed in the future.
The operating accounts and journal entries are as follows:
LEDGER
Raw materials

Stores

Inventory.......... $10,000 Issues..............
Voucher record.
7,500

Inventory........... $30,000 [Issues.................. $25,500
Voucher record.. 20,000

Pattern shop overhead

Work in progress
Inventory........... $20,000 Cost of sales... $43,700
320
Raw materials... 24,000 Powerhouse...
Stores.................. 10,000 Plant account.. 1,500
Voucher record..
1,500
Labor..................
5,150
Overhead............
6,870

Stores................ $ 1,150 Work in prog
Voucher record.
50 ress ........... $
Labor...................
75 General plant
Power..................
240 expense....
Depreciation....
100
Insurance.............
50
Taxes...................
30

150

Stores................ $ 1,500 Work in progVoucher record.
350 ress.............. $ 3,250
Labor................
275
Power................
800
Depreciation....
480
Insurance..........
200
Taxes.................
75

900 Work in prog125 ress............... $ 1,950
125
400
300
125
75

Power house

General plant expense

Raw materials... $ 1,000 Work in progStores.................
1,300 ress
$ 1,170
Voucher record..
275
Labor..................
225
Pattern shop
overhead.....
150
Depreciation....
80
Insurance...........
25
Taxes..................
20

Raw materials—
Coal, etc............ $
Stores................
Labor................
Depreciation....
Insurance..........
Taxes................
Work in progress

Labor—Pattern shop
Voucher record.. $

500

Machine shop overhead

Foundry overhead

Stores................. $
Voucher record..
Labor..................
Power.................
Depreciation....
Insurance...........
Taxes..................

$15,150

Pattern shop. . $
500 Foundry..........
150 Machine shop..
350 General offices.
140
100
40
320

240
400
800
160

Labor—Foundry

650 Sundries.......... $

650

Voucher record. $ 1,950 Sundries.......... $ 1,950

Labor—Machine shop
Voucher record.. $3,250 Sundries.............. $3,250
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1
Work in progress.....................................................................
Power house.............................................................................
General plant expense............................................................
Raw materials..................................................................
Summary of materials used during month.

$24,000
500
1,000

2
Work in progress.....................................................................
Pattern-shop overhead...........................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
Power house.............................................................................
General plant expense............................................................
Employees’ accounts receivable..........................................
Stores................................................................................
Summary of requisitions for the month.

10,000
1,150
900
1,500
150
1,300
150

3
Plant and equipment..............................................................
Work in progress.....................................................................
Raw materials..........................................................................
Stores........................................................................................
Employees’ accounts receivable..........................................
Advertising...............................................................................
Prepaid insurance...................................................................
Pattern-shop overhead...........................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
General plant expense............................................................
Salaries......................................................................................
Labor—Pattern shop..............................................................
“ —Foundry.....................................................................
“ —Machine shop...........................................................
“ —Power house..............................................................
Traveling expense...................................................................
General expense.......................................................................
Accounts payable............................................................
Summary of voucher record for the month.

5,000
1,500
20,000
7,500
150
700
1,250
50
125
350
275
5,000
650
1,950
3,250
350
350
650

4
Work in progress.....................................................................
Pattern-shop overhead...........................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
General plant expense............................................................
Power house.............................................................................
Labor—Pattern shop......................................................
“ —Foundry............................................................
“ -—Machine shop...................................................
“ —Power house.....................................................
Distribution of payrolls.
5
Work in progress.....................................................................
General plant expense............................................................
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15,150

$49,100

5,150
75
125
275
225
350

650
1,950
3,250
350

6,870
150
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Pattern-shop overhead...................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
General plant expense....................................................
Distribution of overhead for the month.

6
Plant and equipment..............................................................
Power house.............................................................................
Cost of sales.............................................................................
Work in progress.............................................................
Cost of shipments during month.

$

$ 1,500
320
43,700

45,520

7
Power house.............................................................................
Pattern-shop overhead...........................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
General plant expense............................................................
Prepaid insurance...........................................................
Reserve for depreciation................................................
Accrued taxes (property)...............................................
For proportions applicable to factory, viz.:
Depreciation Insurance
$100
Power house $ 140
Pattern shop
100
50
125
Foundry. . .
300
200
Machine-shop 480
General plant
80
25
$1,100

$500

280
180
500
755
125
500
1,100
240

Taxes
$ 40
30
75
75
20

Total
$ 280
180
500
755
125

$240
— —

$1,840

8
Pattern-shop overhead...........................................................
Foundry
“
Machine-shop
“
General office...........................................................................
Power house.....................................................................
Distribution of overhead for month.

650
1,950
3,250
1,170

$

240
400
800
160

1,600

No. 2 (30 points):
You are engaged by a certain professional association, founded
January 1, 1929, to audit the books of account and records for the
period of one year and six months ended June 30, 1931. The
purpose of this organization is to promote the welfare of the pro
fession. To this end it engages in various activities, principally
the publication of monthly bulletins containing data of interest to
its members. These bulletins are printed by outside printers
and are mailed each month to the membership. At the end of
the year, additional bound volumes of the twelve issues are avail
able to the members for $8.60 a volume. Extra copies of the
monthly bulletin are sold at 50 cents each.
The membership dues are $10. per annum, payable in advance,
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and it is customary to charge the members with the full year’s
dues on January 1st. All dues for 1931 are paid.
A trial balance of the books as at June 30, 1931, before audit
adjustments, was as follows:
Cash in bank............................................................................
Accounts receivable—members.............................................
“
"
—advertising.........................................
Inventory of publications—December 31, 1930................
Accrued interest receivable....................................................
Stocks and bonds....................................................................
Furniture and fixtures............................................................
Prepaid insurance....................................................................
Accounts payable....................................................................
Reserve for depreciation........................................................
Surplus......................................................................................
Membership dues—1931........................................................
“
" —1932........................................................
Sales of bulletins.....................................................................
“ “ advertising matter....................................................
Interest on investments.........................................................
Salaries......................................................................................
Printing bulletins....................................................................
Office expense...........................................................................
Depreciation.............................................................................
Binding.....................................................................................

$ 5,300
11,250
625
20,800
200
15,000
5,400
70

$ 2,700
1,250
37,748
32.500
1,500
4,442
3,250
300
10,000
11,420
2,455
270
900

$83,690

$83,690

The profit-and-loss account for the year ended December 31,
1930, as disclosed by items in the surplus account on the books,
was as follows:
Membership dues—1930..........................................
“
“ —1931..........................................
Sales of bulletins.......................................................
“ “ advertising matter......................................
Interest on investments...........................................

1930
$38,000
400
9,840
4,450
700

Total...................................................................

$53,390

Opening inventory....................................................
Binding bulletins.......................................................
Printing bulletins......................................................

17,600
900
22.940

Total...................................................................
Closing inventory......................................................

$41,440
20.800

Remainder..........................................................
Salaries........................................................................
Office expense.............................................................
Depreciation...............................................................

$20,640
17,700
2,600
525

Total..............................

$41,465

Net profit to surplus.................................................
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Inventories of publications (by quantities) on hand, at closing
dates, were as follows:
June 30, 1931:
1931..............................
1930.......................................
1929.......................................
December 31, 1930:
1930..............................
1929.......................................
December 31, 1929:
1929...............................

Bound
sets

Unbound
sets

Single
bulletins

....................
....................

250
1,380

700
1,100

11,000
1,500
3,500

....................
....................

300
1,500

700
1,100

2,000
3,700

....................

1,900

1,100

4,100

The cost of printing is 30 cents a bulletin, and the cost of
binding $3 a volume. During the period under review, 6,000
copies of each month’s bulletin were printed.
The liabilities as at June 30, 1931, are all shown on the books.
It is agreed that the bound and unbound bulletins for the year
1929 are to be written down to one half on December 31, 1930;
and on June 30, 1931, to one quarter of their cost. The bulletins
for 1930 are to be written down to three quarters of their cost on
June 30, 1931.
You are required to prepare the following statements:
(a) Balance-sheet as at June 30, 1931.
(b) Income statements for the year 1930 and for the six months
ended June 30, 1931.
(c) Statement showing opening and closing inventories, pur
chases, distribution and sales of bulletins for each
period. Show quantities and amounts.
Submit your working papers.

No. 3 (25 points):

The X Y Z Syndicate was formed April 1,1928, and purchased a
parcel of vacant city land for the sum of $215,500, the purchase
being financed by (a) funds invested by the participants, (b)
proceeds of a second mortgage on the property and (c) purchase
money mortgage issued to the vendor.
The syndicate agreement provided that a trustee should hold
title to the property, that each of the three participants would be
the equitable owner of a one-third interest, that capital should
be contributed to the venture in proportion to the respective in
terests and that interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum
should be allowed on capital.
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Declining real-estate values rendered it impossible to sell the
property.
No books were kept, but cheque stubs of the syndicate’s bank
account revealed the following:
Deposits:
1928
Apr.1 Received from X......................................................................
“
“ Y......................................................................
“
“ Z......................................................................
Oct. 1
“
“ X......................................................................
1929
Apr.
1 Bank loan—3 months—guaranteed by X............................
Received from X.....................................................................
“
“ Y......................................................................
“
“ Z......................................................................
May
1 Sign-board rentals for one year.............................................
1930
May
1 Received from X......................................................................
Sign-board rentals for one year.............................................
1931
May
1 Received from Y......................................................................
“
“ Z......................................................................
1932
Apr.
1 Received from X......................................................................
“
“ Y......................................................................
“
“ Z......................................................................
Payments
1928
Apr. 1 Account of purchase price......................................................
30 Taxes.........................................................................................
May 10 Legal fees..................................................................................
Oct. 1 Interest onpurchase-money mortgage (6%)........................
“
“ second mortgage (6%)........................................
1929
Apr. 1 Interest on purchase-money mortgage................................
“
“ second mortgage...................................................
Second mortgage paid.............................................................
Discount on bank loan...........................................................
30 Taxes.........................................................................................
July 1 Discount on loan renewed......................................................
Oct. 1
"
“ “
“
......................................................
Interest on purchase-money mortgage.................................
1930
Apr. 1 Interest on purchase-money mortgage.................................
30 Taxes..................................................
Oct.
1 Interest on purchase-money mortgage.................................
1931
Apr. 1 Intereston purchase-money mortgage.................................
30 Taxes.........................................................................................
Oct. 1 Interest on purchase-money mortgage.................................
1932
Apr. 1 Interest on purchase-money mortgage.................................
30 Taxes.........................................................................................

$34,000
21,000
20,000
5,000
50,000
4,000
2,000
2,500
7,500

5,000
7,500

2,500
2,500
2,000
2,000
2,000
70,000
2,995
1,000
3,000
1,500
3,000
1,500
50,000
750
3,434
750
750
3,000
3,000
4,225
3,000
3,000
4,150
3,000
3,000
3,874

Prepare such statements as you would submit to the partici
pants in this venture, as of June 30, 1932.
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No. 4 (25 points):

Henry White, a partner in the investment-banking firm of
Black & White, died on December 31, 1931.
The assets and liabilities of the firm, at that date, were as
follows:
Cash in bank......................................................
Life-insurance funds receivable......................
Marketable securities.......................................
Notes and accounts receivable.......................
Bonds of Kiln Lumber Co., bankrupt, at 25
per cent. of par..........................................
Seventy-five per cent. interest in logs, lumber,
machinery and logging equipment.........
Notes payable....................................................
Accrued interest................................................
Liability as guarantors of note of Kiln Lum
ber Co., bankrupt.....................................
Accounts payable..............................................
Agreement to repurchase $10,000 bonds of
Kiln Lumber Co. at 97½............................
Capital—James Black, 40 per cent................
“ —Henry White, 60 “
“ ............

$

11,526.90
44,700.02
978,663.77
23,268.63
56,250.00

22,604.25

$

500,000.00
1,500.00

38,170.31
14,357.33

9,750.00
229,294.37
343.941.56

$1,137,013.57 $1,137,013.57

James Black, surviving partner, was appointed trustee to con
tinue the business for a limited period of time.
The transactions to September 30, 1932, were as follows:
The amount due for life insurance was collected.
$712,554.07 was realized on securities which cost $619,483.
$3,725 was expended in exercising rights, the original and newly acquired
shares being among those unsold at September 30th.
Notes and accounts receivable realized $17,429.30, but of the balance out
standing at September 30th only $1,000 was considered good.
Foreclosure proceedings were instituted on the bonds of the Kiln Lumber Co.
In the final settlement, $4,603.97 was realized in cash and the firm ac
quired a three-fourth’s interest in 10.000 acres of timber lands.
The interest in logs, lumber, machinery and logging equipment realized
$2,725.09.
A claim receivable for damages, which was pending December 31, 1930, but not
entered on the books, was settled for $3,000.
Notes payable, with interest, amounting to $27,500, were paid.
The liability as guarantors of the note of the Kiln Lumber Co. was discharged
by payment of $36,149.73.
One $1,000 bond of the Kiln Lumber Co. had been lost or stolen and, therefore,
could not be produced. The remaining bonds were repurchased.
The accounts payable, together with an additional item of $1,275 owing at
December 31st but not discovered until later, were duly paid.
The sum of $200,000 was withdrawn in the proportion of the partners’ in
vestments.
Expenses incurred, exclusive of interest, totaled $7,328.30, of which $432.15
were unpaid September 30, 1932.
Income amounted to $14,732.03, of which $2,500 had not been received
September 30, 1932.
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Prepare a statement, in suitable form, for the use of the trustee
and of the executor of the estate of the deceased partner.
No. 5 (15 points):
The superintendent of a cheese manufactory reports the follow
ing results of a test-run:
46,153 pounds of milk were purchased at the contract price of $3.10 per cwt.,
on the basis of a butter-fat content of 3.5 per cent., with a premium or discount
of 4 cents per cwt., on account of variations from the standard, the total cost
being $1,647.66. From this milk, 5,976 pounds of cream, having a butter-fat
content of 20 per cent., were sold at a price of 58 cents a pound of butter fat,
the remainder yielding 4,491 pounds of uncured cheese, known as No. 1.
The whey from the milk used weighed 29,280 pounds, to which was added
1,384 pounds of whole milk from the purchases of the following day, the com
bined fluid yielding 1,821 pounds of uncured cheese known as No. 2.
The No. 1 cheese is subject to a shrinkage of 12.3 per cent. in curing, and the
No. 2 to a shrinkage of 33 per cent.

From the foregoing data, determine the material cost per
pound of cured cheese and the yield per cwt. of milk.
For this purpose, you may assume the value of whey to be 50
cents per cwt., and the price of the whole milk used in the process
of the second day the same as that used on the first day.
No. 6 (15 points):
A joint-stock land-bank loan of $1,000 is repayable in 65 semi
annual instalments of $35 each and a final payment of $29.23 at
the end of the 33rd year. These payments include interest at the
nominal rate of 6 per cent. per annum compounded semi-annually.
What is the amount of the balance at the end of the 20th year?
Given at 3 per cent.:
v40
v 26

y 25

.3065568
.4636947
.4776056

(l+i)«
(l+i)26
(l+i)25

3.2620378
2.1565913
2.0937779

What amounts of principal and interest respectively were con
tained in the fortieth payment?

Examination in Commercial Law

November 18, 1932, 9 a.

m. to

12:30 p. m.

An answer which does not state reasons will be considered incom
plete. Whenever practicable, give answer first and then state
reasons.
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GROUP I.

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
Wolff was the selling agent for Knox Mills, Inc., and since 1924
had owned 100 shares of its common stock. Claghorn was
president of the corporation. Wolff and Claghorn executed a
contract under seal whereby Claghorn agreed to purchase Wolff’s
stock at par value at any time upon Wolff’s request. Wolff gave
Claghorn the right to purchase it if Wolff’s contract with the
corporation should terminate or at any time within 30 days after
Wolff’s death. The stock certificate was endorsed as follows:
“This certificate is subject as to transfer to a certain agreement
made between Jacques Wolff and Edwin B. Claghorn, dated No
vember 15, 1926.” This contract was made binding upon and to
enure to the benefit of the executors, administrators and assigns
of each party “provided that no assignment of this agreement
shall be made by said Wolff without the written consent of said
Claghorn.” On November 3, 1930, Wolff duly requested Clag
horn to purchase this stock and tendered it to him. Claghorn
refused to purchase it on the ground that the contract was void
for lack of mutuality and of consideration. Is this contract
valid?

No. 2 (10 points):
Dupont drew a cheque on the X bank for $1.22 payable to the
order of Alice Nugent. This cheque was fraudulently raised to
$3,881.22 and the name of the payee changed to Alfred Nugent.
Thereafter, this cheque was endorsed by Alfred Nugent and de
posited by him in the B bank. The B bank endorsed it, guar
anteeing all prior endorsements, and collected $3,881.22 from the
X bank. Prior to the discovery of the fraud, Alfred Nugent
closed his account with the B bank and disappeared. Upon
whom does the loss fall and why?
No. 3 (10 points):

A boy, twelve years old, whose mother had died and whose
father had abandoned him, was being supported by a man who
had known both of the boy’s parents for several years but who was
not related in any way to the boy. One year after this support
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began, the man procured insurance on the boy’s life payable to
the man as beneficiary. Two years thereafter the boy died.
At all times, from the date of the application for the policy until
the boy’s death, the insurance company’s general agent and its
local agent or solicitor knew all of the facts and circumstances
of the case. Is the policy valid?
No. 4 (10 points):
Mark Talbot was insolvent. In order to obtain a loan of
$500,000 from Clark Gibbons, Talbot was compelled by Gibbons
to purchase from him, for $378,000, a residence property known
to be worth $250,000, and certain corporate stock of no market
value for $80,000. Talbot signed a note payable to the order of
Gibbons carrying interest at the legal rate of 6%.

(a) At maturity, will the note be enforceable by the payee?
(b) At maturity, will the note be enforceable by a holder in due
course?

No. 5 (10 points):
Theodore Crawford, in November, 1925, subscribed for 100
shares of the preferred stock of the M Corporation and paid
$2,000 to the corporation on account. Crawford was induced
to make and did make this subscription wholly because the
corporation’s treasurer had formally represented to him that the
corporation had a surplus at July 1, 1925, and had legally paid a
dividend in the month of July, 1925. Crawford sued for the
rescission of his contract and the recovery of the $2,000, and the
following facts were proved: On January 1, 1925, the corporation’s
books showed a deficit of $11,484.29. In the following May, a
journal entry was made debiting deferred engineering and devel
opment expense and crediting surplus with $22,167.95 for “ex
penses charged off in 1924, deferred to future operations.” This
amount was 80% of the 1924 expenditures for engineering. At
the same time the corporation paid $10,000 for 400 shares of its
own common stock, which it proceeded to carry at an asset value
of $10,000, although the book value immediately prior to this
purchase was $6.27. The corporation declared and paid a divi
dend of $1,591.55 in July, 1925.
(a) On the facts as stated, should Crawford succeed in his
action?
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(b) If the facts as stated should be amplified, indicate the lines
along which further inquiry should be made.

GROUP II.
Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will be given
for additional answers, and if any are submitted only the first five
answers will be considered.

No. 6 (10 points):
A debtor of the X bank, in liquidation, offered to compromise
his indebtedness by the payment of $2,074.10. The state super
intendent of banks agreed to consider this offer on condition that
the debtor deposit the money in escrow and submit to an audit,
and on condition, also, that acceptance of this offer be approved
by the court having jurisdiction of the liquidation. The deposit
was made and the audit completed but the debtor died prior to
acceptance of the offer by the superintendent. The debtor’s
executor immediately demanded the return of the escrow deposit.
Is he entitled to it?
No. 7 (10 points):
Charles Little on his own behalf contracted to sell 1,500,000
gallons of molasses of the usual run from a specified sugar refinery,
deliveries to begin three months after the date of the contract of
sale. At no time did Little have a contract with the refinery.
Shortly after deliveries began, the refinery curtailed its output,
for economic reasons, although there was no failure of the sugar
crop and no fire or other accident or strike at the refinery. The
refinery refused to sell to Little a sufficient quantity to enable him
to deliver all of the 1,500,000 gallons. Has Little any valid de
fence in an action brought against him by the vendee for failure
to deliver?
No. 8 (10 points):
Belknap, for an adequate consideration, gave the following
written instrument to Pinney on August 5, 1932:
New York, N. Y.
Thirty (30) days after date I promise to pay to the order of Albert Pinney
One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,715.) at Liberty Trust Com
pany. Value received. Interest at 6%.
Robert Belknap
James Silliman
Agents of New York Turbine Company.
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Against whom, when, and for what amount will Pinney be entitled
to enforce this instrument?

No. 9 (10 points):
(a) What circumstances can cause the dissolution of a partner
ship?
(b) Does dissolution necessarily result in the actual termina
tion of the business formerly conducted by the partnership?
(c)
What authority has a partner after dissolution?

No. 10 (10 points):
In September, 1928, Stone was 20 years and 6 months of age.
He opened a margin account with stock-broker X and did a
certain amount of trading. One month later he transferred to X
a similar account which he had with broker Y and caused to be
delivered to X 400 shares of the then market value of $17,450.
X paid Stone’s debit balance of $13,907.91 to broker Y, thus
leaving Stone an equity of $3,542.09 in these 400 shares. Two
months later Stone closed his account with X, receiving from X
$70.99 in full payment of his credit balance. Six weeks thereafter
Stone rescinded his agreement with X, disaffirmed all of his
transactions with X, and sued X to recover the amount of his
equity in the 400 shares ($3,542.09) minus the $70.99 paid to him
by X upon the closing of his account. Stone in June, 1928, had
deposited $4,000 cash as margin with broker Y. At the time of
Stone’s disaffirmance of his agreement with X, the 400 shares
transferred from Y had a market value of $14,227. How much,
if any amount, can Stone recover from X?
No. 11 (10 points):
A corporation’s certificate of incorporation or charter provided
in article A that holders of preferred stock should be entitled out of
surplus or net profits to cumulative dividends at 7%. Article E
stated that in any liquidation or dissolution the preferred stock
holders “shall be entitled to be paid in full the par value thereof
and all unpaid dividends accrued thereon before any amount shall
be paid or any assets distributed to the holders of the common
shares.” Article F read: “The preferred stock shall be subject
to redemption at $110 per share plus all unpaid, accrued, or
accumulated dividends thereon.” The corporation was dissolved
and after the payment of all creditors the funds available for dis
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tribution did not amount to the total par value of the outstanding
preferred and common stock. At the time of dissolution no
declared dividends remained unpaid and the preferred stockhold
ers had received annually the full amount of their 7% dividends.
How should the available funds be distributed between preferred
and common stockholders?

No. 12 (10 points):
(a) What are the principal changes in the income-tax provisions
of the revenue act of 1932 as compared with the revenue act of
1928?
(b) Explain, and illustrate by a simple example, how the gift
tax will be computed (knowledge of the rates prescribed in section
502 is not required).
Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice
PART II

November 18, 1932, 1:30 p.

m. to

6:30 p.

m.

The candidate must answer questions 1 and 2, and any two of the
three following questions:

No. 1 (36 points):
From the following data, you are required to prepare a con
solidated balance-sheet of company A and subsidiaries, as at
December 31, 1931, including an analysis of consolidated surplus
for 1930 and 1931.
Date
Dec. 31, 1929
Mar. 31, 1930
Sept. 30, 1930

1. Acquisitions
A—20 per cent. of stock of B
“ “ “ “ B
A—45 “
“ “ “ “ B
A—25 “

Cost
$180,000
400,000
270,000

$850,000

90 per cent.
Dec. 31, 1930
A—20 per cent. of stock of C
Dec. 31, 1931
B—60 "
“ “ “ “ C
"
Dec. 31, 1930
“ “ preferred stock of D
A—95
"
Dec. 31, 1930
A—80
“ “ common “ “ D
Dec. 31, 1930
A—20 "
“ “ stock of E
3. The profits of B for the year 1930 were earned as follows:
First quarter........................................
$ 30,000
Second
“
50,000
Third
“
70,000
Fourth
“
75,000
2.

$225,000
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4. B drew a cheque for $5,000 in favor of A on December 31, 1931, which was
not received and therefore not recorded by A until January 2, 1932.
5. Included in the inventories of B, at December 31, 1931, were goods pur
chased from A in 1931, amounting to $100,000, on which A had taken up a
profit of 20 per cent.

6. A has included dividends received from B and E in its profits.
7. The preferred stock of A is 7 per cent. cumulative, and dividends have been
paid thereon to December 31, 1931. The preferred stock of D is 6 per
cent. non-cumulative and non-participating, and dividends have been
paid to December 31, 1930.

The balance-sheets of the several companies, as of December 31,
1931, were as follows:
Assets
A
B
Cash..................................................................... $ 100,000 $ 95,000
Receivables......................................................
540,000
425,000
Inventories.......................................................
500,000
400,000
Advances:
To A..............................................................
100,000
“ C..............................................................
60,000
“ D.............................................................
110,000
Investments:
In stock of B
(90%) at cost..............
850,000
“
“ “ C
(20%) “ “ ..............
40,000
..................... C (60%) “ “ ..................
130,000
“ preferred stock of D (95%) at cost
95,000
“ common
“
“ D (80%) “
“
40,000
“ stock of E (20%) at cost...................
15,000
Fixed assets..................................................... 1,500,000
450,000
Goodwill...........................................................

C
D
E
$ 25,000 $ 10,000 $ 30,000
145,000 20,000
70,000
100,000 50,000
25,000

150,000
20,000

100,000
20,000

50,000

$3,790,000 $1,660,000 $440,000 $200,000 $175,000
Liabilities and Capital

Accounts payable..................................
Advances:
From A............................................
“ B................................................
Capital stock:
Preferred—par value $100........
Common— “
“ $100.............
Surplus:
Balances, December 31, 1929. . . .
Profits—1930.....................................
“ —1931.....................................
Dividends paid, preferred:
1930.................................................
1931......................................................
Dividends paid, common:
March
15, 1930......................
December 15, 1930...........................
“
15,1931...........................

... . $ 535,000 $ 420,000 $155,000 $ 16,000 $60,000
60,000

....

95,000

. ...
. ...

1,000,000
1,000,000

700,000

200,000

....
....
....

880,000
530,000
390,000

100,000
225,000
375,000

18,000
2,000
5,000

....
....

*
70,000
70,000
*

....
....

*
300,000
200,000
*

110,000

100,000
50,000 100,000
10,000
80,000
*

20,000
*
50,000

*
6,000
20,000
*
*
70,000
*
70,000

*
15,000

$3,790,000 $1,660,000 $440,000 $200,000 $175,000

*Red.

No. 2 (28 points):
The Endicott Company commenced operations January 1,
1931, manufacturing one type of commodity of a standard pattern.
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At the end of the year, the bookkeeper prepared and submitted
the following statements:
Exhibit A
Statement of profits
Sales, net—3,500 articles at $40...........................................................
Deduct: Cost of 3,500 articles at $28 (exhibit B)...............................

$140,000
105,000

Net profit..................................................................................................

$ 35,000

Exhibit B
Statement of cost of manufacture and cost of sales
Total expense (exhibit C)..........................
$140,000
Total articles produced..............................
5,000
Articles in process.......................................

Cost per article............................................

500
$28

Cost of 5,000 articles at $28.....................
Inventory of 1,000 articles at $28...........
“
“ 500 “
“ 14...........

$140,000
$ 28,000
7,000

Cost of sales—3,500 articles at $30 (ex
hibit A).................................................

35,000
$105,000

Exhibit C
Expenses
Raw material purchases.......................................................
Less: Inventory—cost, plus freight................................

$40,000
3,000

$ 37,000

Salaries and wages................................................................
Freight....................................................................................
Insurance—factory...............................................................
Taxes—
“
...............................................................
Advertising.............................................................................
Printing and stationery.......................................................
Rent of office.........................................................................
Interest paid..........................................................................
General expenses...................................................................
Repairs—factory and machinery.......................................
Power, light and heat—factory..........................................
Sundry expenses—
“
..........................................
Supplies—
“
..........................................
Experimental work...............................................................
Stable and auto expense—factory......................................

58,000
4,600
2,300
1,300
4,594
2,200
2,400
1,800
10,505
2,801
7,100
3,000
900
400
1,100

Total (exhibit B)..........................................................

$140,000

The accuracy of these statements is questioned, and you are
called upon to check them and to prepare a statement in statisti
cal form showing sales, cost of goods sold, gross profit on sales,
selling expenses, net profit on sales, general and administrative
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expenses, net profit on operations, financial charges and net
income for the year.
Your investigation discloses the following:
Salaries and wages account—
Officers’ salaries.....................................................................................
Salesmen’s salaries and commissions.................................................
Labor—direct.........................................................................................
“ indirect.........................................................................................

$17,400
16,400
16,500
7,700

Total....................................................................................................

$58,000

Accrued wages, not included in above—
Labor—direct.........................................................................................
“ indirect.........................................................................................

$ 1,900
600

Total....................................................................................................

$ 2,500

Freight account—
Inward....................................................................................................
Outward..................................................................................................

$ 2,800
1,800

Total....................................................................................................

$ 4,600

Insurance account—
Unexpired, $1,700.
Printing and stationery—
On hand, $850.
Interest paid—
$500 applies to 1932.
General expenses—
$1,300 applies to 1932.

Upon consulting with the president, it was decided that the
charge for depreciation on the factory building should be 4 per
cent. on $52,000, and on machinery 10 per cent. on $16,000, and
that provision for bad debts should be $2,100.
The capital stock outstanding was shown to be $275,000 on
December 31, 1931.

No. 3 (18 points):
The firm of A, B & C were dealers in securities for their own
account and others. On November 30, 1931, the partnership
was dissolved because C, whose only capital contribution was his
stock-exchange seat, desired to withdraw.
A & B formed a new partnership, taking over all assets and
liabilities of the firm, except the stock-exchange seat and the
goodwill. (The latter was considered worthless.)
Profits and losses were shared in the ratio of 60, 25 and 15 by
A, B and C respectively.
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In addition to the trial balance given herewith, which reflects
all routine adjustments and accruals, the following information
was gathered, as of November 30, 1931:
Customers’free credit balances..................................
Market value of customers’ securitiesshort............
“
“ “firm
“
“
“
“ “ “
“
long..............

$ 202,295
36,752
29,649
1,009,479

Trial balance November 30, 1931

Corn Exchange bank......................................................
National City bank........................................................
Failed to receive..............................................................
Stock-exchange seat.......................................................
Goodwill......................................................... ..................
Profit on syndicate transactions...................................
Loss on joint accounts...................................................
Partners’ salaries.............................................................
Interest received................... ..........................................
Dividends received.........................................................
Stock Clearing Corporation..........................................
Failed to deliver..............................................................
Accrued interest..............................................................
Interest paid....................................................................
Interest on partners’ capital.........................................
Salesmen, office and general..........................................
Customers’ ledgers..........................................................
Petty cash........................................................................
Brokerage.........................................................................
Commissions....................................................................
Firm securities long........................................................
“
“
short.......................................................
Bank of America.............................................................
Revenue stamps..............................................................
Commissions receivable.................................................
“
payable.....................................................
Accrued income—syndicates.........................................
“ expense—
"
.........................................
Capital accounts:
A........................................................................
B................................................................................
C................................................................................
Drawing accounts:
A........................................................................
B................................................................................
C................................................................................

$

63,215

350,000
250,000

79,290
51,583

$ 750,000
185,483

215,932

4,592
21,138

10,000
148,660

2,265
68,232
42,880
255,330
660,313
852
7,543

1,458,664

228,980
80,533

16,429
270,000

565
4,843

7,556
5,500

201,677
800,000
350,000
350,000
12,192

16,147
31,070

$3,500,732 $3,500,732

From the foregoing data, prepare the opening balance-sheet of
the new partnership of A & B, as at December 1, 1931.

No. 4 (18 points):
(a) At December 31, 1930, the Rightform Manufacturing
Company was carrying, as current assets, certain temporary in
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vestments (at cost), whose respective market values you find to
be approximately as follows:
Common stocks:
400 shares Southern Pacific.......................................
220 “ National Biscuit.......................................
50 “ Western Union.........................................
U. S. Liberty Loan, 4¼’s of 1933-1938......................

Cost

Approximate
market values

$45,320
18,600
9,415
21,950

$37,500
17,080
6,675
21,150

$95,285

$82,405

State clearly three methods (in order of preference from the
viewpoint of conservatism) of treating these investments in the
annual accounts.
(b) The Satisfaction Tailoring Corporation has funds on de
posit in several banks, two of which closed during the latter part
of 1931 and, at the date of your examination, have not reopened.
What is the conservative way to state these frozen deposits on
the corporation’s balance-sheet at December 31, 1931?
(c) The Interstate Holding Company owns capital stock of
three subsidiary companies—A, B and C—amounting to 95, 90
and 60 per cent. respectively, of the total outstanding stock of
each. In preparing statements of the holding company, for the
guidance of its directors in deciding upon the declaration or omis
sion of dividends, what cognizance, if any, would you take of the
following conditions?

(1) The book value of A company’s stock is less than that at
which it is carried by the holding company, due to heavy
losses incurred in the current and preceding years as a
result of inefficient management.
(2) The book value of B company’s stock is substantially less
than that at which it is carried by the holding company,
as a direct result of the subsidiary’s having declared and
paid dividends during the current year in excess of profits.
(3) C company’s stock, which is carried on the books of the
holding company at an average cost in the open market
of $84 per share, is quoted on the New York stock ex
change at $10.50 at the balance-sheet date. Investiga
tion shows that this shrinkage is directly attributable to
two factors: (a) adverse conditions in the industry, and
(b) general financial conditions and other causes entirely
unrelated to the business.
State briefly what your treatment of the foregoing factors would
be in preparing a balance-sheet for the holding company.
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No. 5 (18 points):
The revenue act of 1932 provides for a tax of 133/4 per cent.
of the amount of the net income of every corporation. If a con
solidated return is filed, the rate is 14½ per cent. These rates
apply to the entire amount of net income, as corporations are no
longer allowed a specific credit. A net loss of a corporation may
be deducted in the succeeding taxable year. Income-tax returns
for the year 1932 are due on or before March 15, 1933.
A parent company owns all the outstanding common stocks of
62 operating companies, with the exception of qualifying directors’
shares. The books of the parent company and of the subsidiary
companies are audited annually by public accountants, and re
ports are submitted for each company, as well as a consolidated
balance-sheet and a consolidated income and profit-and-loss
statement.
The parent company maintains a tax department, and the
income-tax returns are prepared by this department, but the
public accountants are retained to give advice with respect to
federal tax matters.
(a) In December, 1932, you are asked for your opinion as to
whether a consolidated return should be filed or whether separate
returns should be filed for each company. In giving your opinion,
state briefly the factors you would take into consideration, with
such qualifications as you deem necessary.
(b) You are also requested to confer with the company’s tax
department and suggest, in a general manner, methods whereby
the return, or returns, may be prepared with a minimum of ex
pense and with a consistent treatment of taxable items of income
and deductions of all companies.
Do not submit forms: give only an outline of the procedure to be
followed in the preparation of the return or returns.
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The Profitable Employment of Idle Time *
By Norman Loyall McLaren

Idle time has always been a major profit consumer in public
accounting organizations. The minute that the clientele of the
independent practitioner increases to such a point that he can not
handle the practice alone, there is added to his duties the laying
out of work for others. I can well recall the observation of one of
my aunts when I was a small boy. She said to my mother:
“Your husband is in a most unusual business. He seems to be
worried all the time, either because there is more to do than his
office can handle, or because there is not enough work to keep the
men busy.”
I can remember also a conversation that I had with an old
Scots C. P. A. at the first accountants’ dinner that I ever attended.
This gentleman had been a “free lance” in New York for several
years. He had also served on the staff of a number of prominent
practitioners in the good old days and he was relating some of his
experiences to me. The one that sticks most vividly in my
memory was his account of his brief service as a senior account
ant on the staff of a well-known firm. He told me that after he
had worked day and night on an important assignment for a fort
night after his employment, he finally found a breathing space and
looked forward to a few days’ rest in the office. On the first day
the office manager addressed him somewhat as follows: “Mr.
Blank, it is the policy of this firm to require that the members of
the staff improve their minds during idle periods by study in the
office. Our partner, Mr. John Doe, is the author of a number of
outstanding books on auditing. If you have not a copy of these
books in your library, I can arrange to see that you obtain them at
a reduced price.” My independent Scots friend replied: “Sir,
your suggestion is an insult to my intelligence and to my twenty
years of professional experience,” and proceeded to hand in his
resignation. Revolutionary changes in audit technique and office
organization have taken place in the last twenty years, but the idle
time problem is still the bugbear of nearly every practitioner.
The ancient adage may well be amended for use by accountants
to read, “Satan will find mischief still for idle time to do.”
When I undertook the preparation of this address it became
apparent that before presenting any definite conclusions it would
* An address delivered at the annual meeting of the American Institute of Accountants, Kansas
City, Missouri, October, 1932.
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be well to draw on the experience of fellow members in various
parts of the country. Our able and cooperative secretary was
kind enough to select a list of firms and individual practitioners
who might be asked to supply the required information. As the
program committee had suggested that the assigned topic be
broadened to include related phases of office management, the
questionnaire, as finally submitted, was a rather formidable docu
ment. I judge from the responses that a few of the addressees
regarded the whole proposition somewhat as the nonconformists
must have looked upon the Spanish Inquisition. In the main,
however, the replies evidenced a spirit of unselfish service, and I
wish to take this opportunity of thanking everyone who responded.
More than 70 replies were received, of which about 50 per cent
were from the Atlantic states, 35 per cent from the middle west, 10
per cent from the south, and 5 per cent from the Rocky mountain
and Pacific coast states. Forty per cent of the responses were
from New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston, and the
remainder were widely scattered. Comparatively few responses
were made by the large firms with offices in various parts of the
country. This has been the only disappointing feature of the
attempt to present a symposium of the views of practitioners.
It is a self-evident proposition that the larger firms have had more
practical experience with respect to some of the matters covered
by the questionnaire than their fellows whose practices are
limited in scope. I have been able, however, to obtain additional
data that seem to make the picture reasonably complete and I
now present the consensus of our fellows’ opinion with respect to
the problems contained in the questionnaire, or what one of my
friends likes to call the “ commonsensus ” of opinion.

Staff Compensation

Most firms employ staff members on a monthly basis and pay
staff salaries monthly or semi-monthly. The plan of weekly
payment of salaries is not followed generally in any section of the
country. Additional compensation for overtime work is paid
in less than twenty per cent of the cases covered by the replies.
Fifteen years ago extra remuneration for evening and holiday
work was not unusual. The trend toward the elimination of
overtime compensation is one of the evidences of the marked
change in the relationship between principal and staff member.
A wide divergence of opinion is indicated in the matter of
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bonuses. Almost exactly one-half of the responding firms pay no
bonuses. The remainder is again divisible about equally between
the organizations that recognize meritorious services by special
compensation in the discretion of the partners and those that
make a periodical distribution to all employees determined by the
application of a fixed formula. It is interesting to observe that
the difference of approach to this problem does not appear to be
governed materially by the size of the staff nor by local usage.
Working Time and Chargeable Time

The working time required of staff members is usually 7 hours a
day on week days and 3½ hours on Saturday, although in a con
siderable number of scattered cases the working day is either
or 8 hours; likewise 7 hours a day is considered a full day in
computing charges to clients in about 75% of the reported cases.
In most instances where the two bases do not coincide, the differ
ential is attributable to the requirement that staff members must
report to the office for one-half hour or more each day before
undertaking field assignments.
Almost invariably clients are charged for traveling time on
out-of-town assignments that fall within the working day, but it is
not customary to make a charge for the time so consumed on
Sundays and holidays except in unusual circumstances.

Time Records

Let us now review the various methods of reporting and record
ing staff activities. A large percentage of firms require weekly
time reports. A few exact such reports daily, bi-weekly or
monthly. Practitioners are almost unanimous in utilizing loose
leaf time-sheets for the recording of staff activities, as contrasted
with diaries in booklet form. The size and composition of time
records vary greatly, but the most popular seem to be letter-size
sheets which provide for the recording of the total hours devoted
daily to each assignment together with the particulars of the work
in reasonable detail. On the reverse there appears a time sum
mary form and a separate table for the listing of expenses. The
inclusion of the expense and time data on the same sheet avoids a
multiplicity of office records and also provides an incentive for staff
members to file time reports promptly. As a general rule time
that is not chargeable to clients is indicated in the weekly report
as “idle time” or “unassigned time” without further detail.
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Staff Control
Naturally enough more thought is given to the control of staff
activities as the size of the organization increases. Thus we find
that periodical pre-scheduling of the probable time demands of
clients is unusual where less than ten staff members are employed,
but if a larger staff is maintained it is customary to prepare a
budget of probable requirements on a monthly basis. Again, if
the staff is small, the employment of temporary men during the
busy season is rare, but as the volume of work increases the
procedure is general. Likewise the borrowing of staff members
from fellow practitioners when engagements are secured that
overtax the capacity of the regular staff, and the lending of staff
members to fellow practitioners when they are similarly situated
is confined principally to firms that employ less than twentyfive permanent men. Some of our members question the pro
priety of such an arrangement, but there is much to be said in its
favor.
We come now to the views of our membership with respect to
the advisability of changing periodically the seniors assigned to
recurrent engagements. Theoretically, an added measure of
security is provided if a policy of rotation of seniors is followed.
Most practitioners appear to have found, however, that this
advantage is offset by other practical considerations. About twothirds of the correspondents appear to consider rotation of as
signments impractical, and half of the others believe in the plan
but do not follow it. But at the same time it seems to be the aim
of most firms with substantial practices to arrange the duties of
the chief assistant to the senior in charge in such a way that he
will be qualified to undertake full responsibility when the occasion
arises or, as an alternative, to have two qualified seniors familiar
with the details of the important engagements.
In the great majority of cases men are assigned both to new and
recurrent engagements chiefly on the basis of availability and
familiarity with the work. The extent of partners’ supervision
of field activities of the staff is naturally dependent upon such
varying factors as the ratio that the number of resident partners
bears to the size of the staff, the degree of responsibility delegated
to supervising seniors, the ability to avoid excessive peaks in the
busy season and the type of work that constitutes the bulk of the
practice.
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Office Duties and “Idle Time”

After the completion of the field work the senior in charge
turns to the task of preparing the report. The maintenance of a
separate report department charged with the duty of drafting or
reviewing reports is rare. Almost invariably the first draft of the
report is prepared by the man in charge of the field work. It is
customary for a partner to review the rough draft and make
whatever changes are necessary. Some firms require that the
rough draft be composed at the client’s office, but the more gen
eral procedure is for this work to be performed in the accountant’s
office after the field work is completed. Meanwhile the assistants
have finished their duties and have returned to the office. And
now the villain of our plot stalks across the stage in the person
of that detestable character “Idle Time.”
No serious consideration need be given this bugbear with
reference to the period between December fifteenth and April
fifteenth, if we are to deal with the average practice which is
dependent primarily upon an audit clientele to maintain its
economic existence. If idle time is a substantial profit consumer
during the busy season, it is safe to predict that the practice
stands about as much chance of surviving as a business presently
engaged in the manufacture of equipment for miniature golf
courses or knee-length bathing suits. We can also set apart for
later discussion the favored few, as rare as overtime in June,
whose practice consists principally of monthly audits, and the
equally fortunate minority who include among their clients a
goodly proportion of adherents to “the natural business year.”
But what of the run-of-the-mill firm in the slack season? Let us
assume that if temporary men have been employed they have
been released at the close of the busy season, so that we are giving
thought only to the most advantageous direction of the permanent
staff.
In most larger organizations the office manager or partner in
charge of assignments keeps in close touch with the progress of the
engagements and adjusts his schedule of work-in-process and
future assignments from day to day to guard against slack time as
far as possible. But the time comes when the important year-end
reports are signed, sealed and delivered, and gradually the staff
room assumes the appearance of a New York subway train at five
o’clock. The assignment schedule is milked dry and the partners
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are reasonably certain that barring miracles no new engagements
of sufficient size to make a dent in the office army of unemployed
are likely to materialize for several weeks. What steps shall be
taken to relieve the nervous and financial strain?
It is evident that most of the responding firms follow the policy
in normal times of maintaining their permanent staffs intact
throughout the year, even though such procedure may entail the
absorption of a substantial sum in salary costs that are not offset
by charges to clients. The responses show clearly, however, that
except in rare instances no consistent effort is made to regulate
office time in a manner that will be profitable directly or in
directly. In general, the control of idle time is confined to en
couragement of study and discouragement from disturbing others.
Approximately half the responses indicate that the men are
required to remain in the office between assignments unless they
are excused to attend to personal matters or for other special
reason. Varying degrees of leeway are found in the remaining
cases, ranging from the requirement that employees on temporary
leave must communicate with the office hourly to the allowance
of several days’ leave of absence at a time during slack periods.
Many firms follow the practice of giving additional vacations in
inactive seasons which are charged against the overtime credit
built up during the winter months.

Idle Time Remedies
We now have before us a composite picture of the average com
mercial and industrial practice with particular reference to the
direction of staff activities, and the next step is to survey the
various means that may be employed to secure direct and indirect
benefits through more effective control of office time. But before
doing so we must recognize that no regulatory program will be
effectual unless the staff’s reaction to it is favorable and the active
cooperation of staff members is assured. And in considering how
that assistance may be enlisted to the greatest advantage it will be
well to reflect upon the type of person who is attracted to our pro
fession and is most likely to succeed in it today.
Not many years ago members of accounting firms who held col
lege degrees were in the decided minority, and staff members who
boasted of more than a high school education were still more
uncommon. In the gone-but-not-forgotten era of “holler and
check” the typical senior was a more or less dissipated son of the
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old country with an aptitude for simple arithmetic, a good
memory, a well developed bump of curiosity and a high degree of
skepticism. These attributes, coupled with more or less book
keeping experience, constituted his principal professional equip
ment. He was reasonably content with his lot and he was seldom
ambitious enough to tackle the C. P. A. examinations. More
often than not the junior owed his job to the fact that someone
had decided that his talents were being sadly wasted in his
capacity of bookkeeper’s assistant or ledger clerk. The rate of
mortality among juniors was high, but those who have survived
include many who by dint of natural ability and perseverance
have become leaders in our profession.
But today, largely as a result of the development of construc
tive accounting in the post-war period, a different type of man
comprises the mainstay of virtually every accounting firm. Our
profession is deeply indebted to many universities and accounting
schools throughout the country for their contributions to our
advancement by way of constantly improving curricula, designed
not only to provide an adequate theoretical background, but also
to furnish the student who has selected accountancy as his voca
tion with the proper cultural equipment. I believe, however,
that a tendency exists today to over-emphasize vocational train
ing at the expense of a thorough foundation in English, history
and the classical subjects generally. The inability of most rising
young accountants to write a good report must be attributed in
large measure to a poorly balanced education which lays undue
stress upon technical studies. Nevertheless, a decided improve
ment in professional equipment is evident in the post-war addi
tions to our ranks. And of equal importance with the improved
technical ability of the staff member is his mental attitude toward
his job.
H. G. Wells’ masterly work on modern economics, The Work,
Wealth and Happiness of Mankind, contains an illuminating
chapter entitled “Why people work.” In it he divides all work
ers into three classes, which he designates respectively, the
peasant, the nomad and the priestly or scholarly type. The
principal interest of the first type, be he farmer or city dweller, is
not in his work but in the fruits of his labor. His ambition is
essentially the acquisition of property. He is the typical money
grubber. The second type, which includes a large part of the
so-called ruling classes, is made up principally of the aristocrats,
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the soldiers and the adventurers. The nomad despises work, but
revels in taking away the property of others; innately he is a free
spender and gambler. Finally, the scholarly type, originally
represented by the priest, is more or less detached on the one hand
from the acquisitive complex of the peasant and on the other from
the raiding and lording tendencies of the nomad. This group
embraces the professional man, the technical expert and the
scientific worker.
Until comparatively recent years public accountancy drew most
of its personnel from the peasant type, but as the occupation
gradually blossomed into a full-blown profession it was natural
that it should attract more and more men of the student type.
The greater interest of these men in their work and their greater
capacity for development undoubtedly accounts for the relatively
youthful senior of today as compared with the middle-aged senior
of the early part of this century.
I have suggested that any program looking to the minimizing of
unproductive time must depend for its success upon the full
cooperation of the staff. If we accept the premise that our per
sonnel is represented, in the main, by the student type of worker,
it follows logically that satisfaction with his job will depend more
upon providing interesting and constructive duties than upon the
offering of special incentives. Assuming a fair salary scale and
the opportunity of reasonable advancement, with the ultimate
possibility of a proprietary interest, it would appear to be almost
as demoralizing to the staff man to fail to encourage useful oc
cupation of office time as it is to the pocket book of the principal.
It seems to me that this is a very important consideration which is
overlooked by firms that send unassigned men away from the
office at slack times and leave them to their own devices.
I wish to make it clear that I am not referring to leaves of ab
sence granted to men who are worn out after a trying engagement,
or to week-end vacations in mid-summer. My reference is rather
to the practice of what may be called colloquially, “shooing men
out of the office.” Is it not more logical to attempt to find useful
tasks that will keep the men in the office? It has been suggested
in a few of the responses to the questionnaire that there is little
excuse for much unproductive time as distinguished from nonincome-producing time. As one of the correspondents writes:
“There are state laws to be studied, civic bodies looking for tem
porary research men, books to be written or reviewed, periodical
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literature to be briefed for staff perusal, financial statistics avail
able for special studies, C. P. A. problems to be devised and
polished off, and corporate reports to be scanned for new ideas.”
In addition there are working papers to be reviewed on recurrent
engagements that are to be started in the near future, working
papers to be reclassified and supplemented in cases where engage
ments have been completed under pressure of time, audit reports
to be studied that cover phases of business with which the staff
member is unfamiliar, informal meetings to consider changes in
tax and corporation law and other new matters affecting the
practice, and similar undertakings that will broaden the faculties
of the employee and in most cases be of direct or indirect benefit
to the firm. Two or three responses contained the suggestion that
idle time may be devoted to the compilation of supplementary
data relating to the business of clients, and that no charge be
made for this service. In my judgment the idea is unsound be
cause it leads clients to expect something for nothing. I know of
no precedent for such a course in law, engineering, architecture or
any of the other professions.
In order successfully to direct the program outlined it is ap
parent that one partner or an unusually capable office manager
should assume the responsibility of guiding the energies of the
staff. To assist him in securing control of such activities I sug
gest that instead of requiring the staff to record on their time
sheets unassigned office time merely as “idle time” or “unproduc
tive time” they should be instructed to enter instead the detail of
what they have actually done during slack periods. The adop
tion of this device would make it possible for the man in charge to
lay out a general or specific plan of action for each staff member
and to obtain a satisfactory check upon results. I have no doubt
that through this medium unexpected talents and special apti
tudes would be disclosed in many organizations. Furthermore it
is probable that examples of commendable diligence and gross
indolence that might otherwise escape detection would be brought
to light in this manner.
I believe that every staff man with the right stuff in him would
cooperate fully in such a program if its purpose were made clear to
him. And if the idea has any merit there is no better opportunity
to test it than the present, for in these uncertain times changes are
the order of the day. Obviously the ultimate success of the plan
in any office would be dependent upon the initiative, interest and
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industry of the person in charge of its direction, but surely the
assumption of this duty would not be unduly onerous. In offices
that maintain an unusually large force the assignment of the job
as one of the principal functions of a qualified man might well
return handsome dividends.
Increasing Productive Time

There remains for discussion the important question of how
non-income-producing time may be minimized. The construc
tive suggestions on this point contained in the responses to the
questionnaire may be summarized as follows:
1. Staff men may be placed on leave of absence with clients who
have need for special services during the summer and fall.
2. Accountants, individually and collectively, should continue
to encourage the adoption of the natural business year.
3. Concerted action should be taken by practitioners in the
matter of obtaining recognition of the exceptional quali
fications of certified public accountants to act as trustees
of estates, trustees in bankruptcy, receivers, arbitrators
and business counselors.
4. Principals and seniors should be alive to the possibility of
reorganizing the service rendered to calendar-year clients
to the end that a portion of the work may be done at slack
times.
5. As large a part of the practice as possible should be built on
the basis of monthly or continuous audits.
All these proposals except the first are sound and practical.
The first may well be criticised for two reasons. The farming out
of staff men is not in keeping with established professional stand
ards. The device is not likely to react favorably upon the mem
bers of the staff. The sense of security and loyalty to the firm
that comes from unbroken association with it is certainly not apt
to be enhanced if the employee is shifted about in this manner.
He is likely to feel like the famous Irishman in the old poem that
ends, “Off again, on again, gone again Finnigan.”
Despite the efforts of our profession to bring about the more
general adoption of the natural business year, little progress has
been made in persuading commercial and industrial organizations
to change from the calendar-year closing. The obvious advan
tages of the fiscal-year plan need not be repeated here but it is
evident that many trades and industries which would derive
substantial benefits from the plan have not been moved to action.
The necessary stimulus may be found in the institution of a well
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financed and intelligently planned publicity campaign. A series
of striking advertisements in selected trade and technical journals
followed up by bulletins containing material for discussions with
trade associations and business executives might make the busi
ness public “fiscal-year conscious” just as it has become long
distance-telephone and automatic-sprinkler conscious. The cost
of such a campaign might be divided among the American Insti
tute of Accountants, state societies of certified public accountants
and individual practitioners who are willing to contribute.
Sporadic efforts in the past have succeeded only in part because
they have lacked coordination and because inadequate financing
has prevented the adoption of a thorough plan of campaign.
Again, cooperative effort in the matter of encouraging the
appointment of public accountants as trustees and the like is
eminently proper and desirable. But in all probability the
Institute would not be able to obtain satisfactory results in such
an undertaking unless it worked principally through state ac
counting societies. This is true because local rather than na
tional influences predominate, as a rule, in the selection of
quasi-public officers.
The suggestion that we exert ourselves in the matter of arrang
ing interim work to absorb idle time and to relieve the year-end
strain is not a novel proposal, but it is undoubtedly true that most
of us fail to take full advantage of this opportunity. It would
appear that a periodical survey of all engagements would reveal
many possibilities of revising audit programs to this end.
Finally we have the proposition that monthly and continuous
audits offer the best solution of our problem. I am most happy to
present to you a letter on this subject from a New York practi
tioner and I am sure that you will be as grateful to him as I have
been for his valuable contribution. My correspondent says:
“When I started in practice 28 years ago, I faced the usual
problems of all small practitioners. Rent and office expenses had
to be paid promptly. My first problem then was to try to procure
a steady monthly income rather than income at spasmodic inter
vals. I, therefore, tried to obtain as many monthly clients as I
could. I felt that fees on a monthly basis were the bread and
butter of a professional income, and special work and yearly
audits the cake and dessert.
“In order to establish this monthly practice, it was, of course,
necessary for me to convince my clients that they benefited more
from this type of audit than from a balance-sheet audit or detailed
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audit at the end of the fiscal or calendar year. I found that this
was not difficult to do, when explained properly. The client was
made to see that a year-end audit done at the peak of seasonal
accounting activities necessarily had to be rushed. The clients
themselves were, in most cases, anxious to get their figures out as
quickly as possible, forcing the accountant to concentrate on the
preparation of financial statements to the exclusion of surveying
the client’s system of bookkeeping and methods of operation.
The accountant is in a better position to study the system and
operations of the company during the course of his monthly work,
making suggestions and recommendations for improvements.
The monthly audit enables the accountant to prepare interim
figures for the guidance of the client, thereby making it possible
for the company to eliminate conditions or change policies
promptly, which are operating to the detriment of the company.
The client is also made to see that if any peculations occur on the
part of employees, that the period of such peculations may be
reduced from a year to a period of a month or two. The very fact
that a monthly audit is being made has a good psychological
effect on the employees of the company.
“This monthly practice gave me a very good foundation upon
which to work and it became apparent to me within a short period
of time that it had many other advantages. I estimate that at
least sixty per cent of my present practice is handled on a con
tinuous-audit basis.
“A monthly practice promotes the employment of men on a per
manent basis. To my mind one of the greatest evils of the ac
counting profession, at the present time, is the practice of
employing men for a period of between three and five months
during the year on a temporary basis. Good accountants can not
be expected to remain in the profession with the prospect of ob
taining only temporary employment over the year-end, and then
being compelled to shift for themselves for the remaining period of
the year. The result has been an exodus of good accountants
from the field of public practice into the field of commercial or
private practice. The profession, as a whole, must meet the
problem of keeping its members happily and permanently em
ployed in public practice.
“Under this system of interim audits, we have found that the
necessity of employing temporary men during the winter and
early spring has been reduced to a minimum. The men taken on
during the latter part of the fall represent a very small percentage
of our peak staff as contrasted with other large accounting firms in
New York, whose temporary staffs are sometimes double or triple
the permanent staffs employed by them. The men whom we em
ploy on a temporary basis assist men on our regular staff and are
rarely, if at all, given any responsibility without direct supervision
on the part of our permanent employees. We feel that this re
duces the risk of error on the part of the accountants to a minimum.
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“The monthly practice affords better opportunity for training
members of a staff. Accountants employed permanently have
the opportunity of becoming thoroughly familiar with the firm’s
policies on theory, auditing procedure and practice. When they
are confronted with the problems attendant to the preparation of
financial statements and reports at the year end, there is little
hesitation or lost motion at a time when the pressure is greatest.
The firm does not have to rely on untried and untrained men.
The accountant has been watched during the year and is given
responsibility at the year-end with perfect confidence. The firm
is not faced with the necessity of imposing responsibility on a man
who has just been employed and whose lack of capabilities may
not conform to
references which have been obtained.
“A monthly audit reduces idle time to a minimum. Monthly
audits, roughly, fall into two classes,—those which must be com
pleted by a specified day during the month, and those which may
be done at a time left to the discretion or convenience of the
accountant. The permanent staff is, therefore, divided into
three classes:
1. The first class embraces those accountants who are assigned
to monthly audits, sufficient in number to keep them busy
throughout the month. The accountant’s work is routed
so that he starts the monthly audit of one client upon the
completion of his work for another client without any loss
of time.
2. Accountants in this class are assigned to regular monthly
work for part of the month and serve clients who allow
them to do the audit at their convenience. These men
are, therefore, available for special work for the remainder
of the monthly period.
3. The men assigned to special work.
“The segregation of men, as stated above, results in a staff which
is most flexible. When a special job arises during the year, men
may be drawn from those segregated as special assignment men
and from those who have not been assigned a full month’s work.
“The auditing procedure is, roughly, segregated as follows:
“The portion of the audit covering verification of assets and
liabilities by correspondence and preparation of statements is
done at the end of the year.
“The greater portion of audit checking, analyses of accounts,
etc., is done during the course of the year.
‘‘The audit procedure is, of course, flexible and is dependent upon
the size of the concern and the extent to which it is necessary to do
detailed checking. In order to avoid the possibility of the book
keeper’s changing the figures on the books between the monthly
visits of the accountant, the audit program should provide par
ticularly for a close scrutiny or check of all open balances of the
prior period.
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‘‘Where a monthly audit is arranged, the client is usually charged
on a fixed-fee basis. The average per-diem rate received from
clients on this basis is, of course, less than the per-diem rates
usually charged on special engagements, but my experience has
shown me, aside from any other benefits accruing from a monthly
practice, that the apparent loss in fees is more than compensated
for by the almost entire elimination of idle time.
“In closing I can only reiterate most emphatically, that it is my
feeling that the accounting profession is charged with the respon
sibility of taking care of its members; that some plan must be
evolved to keep capable accountants in public practice, not for
two or three months of the year, but for every day during the year.
Under the plan which I have followed for 28 years, I have kept a
large number of men permanently employed for many years.
Without checking my records, I feel safe in saying that at least
100 of my men have been employed for five years or more, and
that of these at least 45 have been with me for upward of ten
years.”

It would be painting the lily with a vengeance if I attempted to
amplify the thoughts expressed by our eminent fellow practi
tioner. Nothing could be plainer, however, than the fact that the
great majority of accountants have overlooked this golden op
portunity to shackle the villain of our plot. Our attention has
been focused on practice problems that arise under normal
conditions.
In conclusion, a word should be said of the peculiar problems
presented by the business upheaval of the past three years. The
substantial loss of practice that has been suffered by large and
small firms alike has made necessary the dismissal of great num
bers of staff members of every class. We are approaching a
winter that will test the mettle of the American people. Our
ability to take care of the families who through no fault of the
wage-earners are dependent upon the generosity of others for
their very existence may be the principal factor that will control
our destiny.
On August 26th last, the President summoned a conference of
industrial leaders to Washington to consider the unemployment
problem. To meet the situation the conference wholeheartedly
endorsed the job-sharing plan originated in California, which has
been thoroughly tested in a number of large organizations in the
west over a period of many months. Regional committees are
now being organized to explain the plan to the business public and
to urge its adoption.
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It is fitting that a pioneer in putting the plan into effect has
been the San Francisco office of a firm of public accountants. The
resident partner of the firm has addressed me on this subject as
follows:
“You have asked me for a resume of our experience with the
five-day week plan.
“During the latter part of December, 1931, a number of our
clients adopted the five-day week, thus making it impossible for a
number of our staff to work Saturdays. At that time, also, our
budget indicated that we would be overstaffed after the busy
season. We therefore reduced salaries at January 1, 1932, to
the basis of a five-day week, and informed our men that work on
Saturdays would be credited to overtime, which could be taken
later in the year when we were not busy. Since the majority of
our clients did not change their working hours, the men working
on these engagements were able to work on Saturdays. Thus
some of the men were able to create a larger overtime reserve than
others. Most of them added the overtime to their vacations, and
when they were away we used the men who had little or no over
time to their credit.
“The effect of the adoption of the five-day week on the morale
of our organization was excellent. A reduction in salaries had
been expected, but the men did not expect to be given time off to
compensate them for the reduction. They are being paid prac
tically the same amount per working day. Furthermore, we were
able to employ six men whom we would otherwise have had to release.
Our clients receive the same service as in the past. Our office is
open Saturdays, as usual, but with a reduced force in attendance.
“ In discussing with other accountants our adoption of the fiveday week, it would be misleading to mention our name, because
the plan is not in effect at all of our offices. It was adopted here
merely to meet the situation created by the inability of a number
of our men to work Saturdays, plus a staff that exceeded our
requirements.”
It is gratifying to learn that this high adventure along untrod
den paths has been successful and that the principal object,
which was to insure the employment of a greater number of men,
has been attained.
It must be recognized that the job-sharing plan is essentially an
emergency measure. We have seen, however, that in one ac
counting office, at least, it has proven practicable and effective.
Perhaps some firms will conclude that it is not feasible to adopt
the idea. Whether they do or not it is the bounden duty of all our
members to recognize the obligation they owe to their fellow
countrymen and to provide gainful work to the limit of their
capacities until the present situation is cleared.
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Some Economic and Accounting Phases
of Lumber Manufacturing
By Marvin F. Pixton
Present Conditions
Production of lumber is one of the oldest industries in this
country. The earliest settlers of America realized the necessity
and practicability of utilizing the vast store of natural wealth so
abundantly provided for them. No other of our natural re
sources has suffered to the same extent from careless and wanton
wastefulness.
Man, from his earliest stages of development, next to obtaining
food, has concerned himself chiefly with providing shelter for
himself and those for whose welfare he was responsible. This
desire, satisfied to a degree by various types of structures, finally
came to be fully realized in the frame dwelling of today. It has
been authoritatively stated that eighty per cent. of all standing
residences in the United States are constructed of wood.
During its development, the lumber industry has had many
obstacles to overcome, but its importance has been steadily
maintained, so that now it ranks well up among our manufactur
ing industries and employs during normal times almost three
quarters of a million people, distributing nearly a billion dollars
in wages to American workers. The value of its primary products
alone, to say nothing of the value of the many finished articles
made from wood, exceeds two billion dollars each year.
Although the total output of lumber is less today than it was a
few years ago, the present demand appears to be less than the
supply. This has been brought about by various factors which
constitute the problems of the industry. Be it said, to the credit
of those prominent in the lumber industry, that these problems
are being approached in a scientific manner so that a change
from a mere physical industry to one of applied chemistry is
imminent. Chief among these factors are the substitution of
other materials for wood and the moving of a large part of the
rural population, which was housed in wood, to the urban centers
where it is housed in brick, concrete and steel. Furthermore, the
use of wood in the manufacture of automobiles has decreased, per
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unit, and at present less lumber is used for crating and shipping.
Again, transportation and distribution, during the past twentyfive years, have changed to an extent alarming from the view
point of the producers. Formerly the average haul from plant
to consumer was less than 200 miles and the average cost was less
than $2.00 a thousand feet, while today the average haul by rail
and water has increased to more than 1,000 miles at an average
cost of more than $10.00 a thousand feet. Yet in the face of
this, the general average selling price of lumber, according to the
department of commerce, has declined.
Notwithstanding these discouraging facts, those interested in
the lumber industry are steadily working to bring about better
conditions. Among the changes advocated by the producers are
(1) a standard grade-marking to eliminate poor grades which tend
to lower the value of all lumber; (2) a revision of confiscatory
taxation to a more equitable basis of computation; (3) changes in
construction methods; (4) uneconomic competition; (5) coordina
tion of production, and (6) more economic use of the waste
material by the application of chemical research. Although
imports and exports are a factor, their significance is lessened by
the fact that less than ten per cent. of American lumber is ex
ported, and less than five per cent. of the total production is from
imported logs.
It is believed that the application of science to the problems
really forms the most hopeful source of relief. At this time, only
about sixty per cent. of the log is capable of being converted into
lumber and the remaining forty per cent. is either wasted or used
for fuel. The mysterious substance wood, it has been said, in its
physical forms and chemical derivatives is capable of being made
the most universally useful of all known materials of industry.
Processes are now being developed, through treatment with
chemicals, to render wood impervious to water, fire and decay.
It can not be said, however, that all of the difficulties encoun
tered by the industry are of economic origin. Many impractical
and poorly designed and operated plants have contributed to the
general chaotic condition. The ferreting out and elimination of
wasteful procedures of operation form a source of at least some
immediate relief.
There are evils also, as will be explained later, which have been
thrust upon themselves and their successors by unwise and
short-sighted builders of certain plants.
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Manufacturing Processes
The mechanical development of manufacturing processes has
been most rapid since the introduction of the steam engine. The
early method of pit-sawing, which at best could produce only about
200 feet of boards a day by two men, gave way to the portable
sawmills, which, in turn were supplanted by large permanent mill
plants, some of which are capable of producing more than 100,000
feet of lumber daily. These large plants constitute much the
greater medium of production and, therefore, will form the
principal subject of this discussion.
A modern lumber plant, with its background of thousands of
acres of standing timber, its well constructed buildings, its rail
ways, locomotives and general air of highly developed activity,
is a sight to stir even the most unimaginative. But sometimes a
visitor who happens to know sawmills will experience a feeling of
sadness when he sees the possibilities of a plant buried forever
under a pile of mechanical and financial difficulties by the con
struction of a plant in a manner which hampers efficiency and
adds innumerable costs to its product.
Surely a considerable amount of the success or failure of a
plant’s operations depends upon its original layout. Great care
must be exercised in choosing the location of the plant. Its
proximity to the source of logs and to shipping facilities is a
matter of grave importance. The course of the lumber, from
log camp to storing shed, must be continuous, with no back
tracking, in order to eliminate unnecessary handling. Even the
side of the sawmill on which stand the boilers may be right or
wrong. To illustrate, there is a southern pine mill which has the
boiler house built on the side opposite from that to which the
refuse would naturally flow. As this mill depends on sawdust
and waste for fuel, it was necessary to build an extra chain
conveyor and trough back under the mill to carry the refuse from
the hog to the fuel bin.
The principal physical processes of a modern lumber plant may
be divided into the following:

Logging:
Felling
Cutting
Skidding
Loading
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Hauling (woods to pond or ramp)
Scaling (log scale)
Sawing:
Elevating (including pond operation)
Cutting
Sawing—band saw
Sawing—gang saw
Edging
Trimming
Grading
Stacking
Scaling (board measure)
Dry kiln:
Loading
Unloading
Planing mill:
Ripping
Dressing
End-matching
Grading
Loading
Yard:
Stacking
Loading
Logging

Logging operations depend to a large extent on the conditions
of the supply of standing timber. A mill owning the land and
timber may be obligated under its trust agreement to cut all
merchantable timber as cutting progresses, regardless of grades
or species. If only certain species are to be cut under the terms
of timber leases, however, the method and scope of logging will
be different.
Let us assume that the mill must cut all grades and species of
merchantable timber and must cut all of the section, land-lot or
other subdivision when once cutting is begun. First, a railroad
track must be constructed, or otherwise provided, to haul the
logs to the mill. It may be that a river is available for rafting
logs, but in southern pine and hardwood operations a suitable
water route is the exception rather than the rule. From the
main-line log road, temporary spurs are built, bisecting the
section to be cut. The width and length of the area served by a
single spur depend upon the skidding and loading equipment.
As the spur is being run, the felling crew goes ahead and cuts
down all trees large enough to be sawn into lumber. In hard
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wood territories, this operation may be carried on in low and
swampy places. The fellers at times must build platforms to keep
out of water. After the trees are felled, the logs are trimmed of
their branches and cut off at the top at a point where they become
too small or knotty to make good lumber. While mechanical
devices have found their way into felling operations, the axe and
cross-cut saw still maintain their supremacy for economical
felling under conditions which vary frequently. In cutting pine
timber, the branches and tree-tops are gathered and stacked to
be used for locomotive and sometimes skidder and loader
fuel.
Skidding operations, unlike felling, have brought about the
development of many labor-saving devices. Where formerly
logs were rolled by hand or drawn by teams, they now are
hauled by caterpillar tractors, when ground conditions permit, or
brought in by a series of steel cables and power drums. The
modern skidder, at the spur, has a large woven wire cable at
tached to a tall tree, say forty feet from the ground. The other
end of this cable is attached to a tree 100 yards away, at right
angles to the spur. Running on this cable is a pulley, to which
are attached two other cables—one runs back to a revolving
drum or windlass on the skidder frame, while the other cable
hangs down and has a large hook attached to the loose end. The
cable attached to the drum is so arranged that the drum revolving
in one direction draws the loose cable outward toward the tree
in the woods. When revolving in the other direction, the cable
is hauled in with whatever load may be attached to the end of
the dangling cable. The skidder crew attaches the hook end of
the pendant cable around the log after the traveling pulley has
been run out to the end of the support cable. Notice is then
given the engineer on the skidder, who sets in motion the drum,
so that the log is first elevated some ten or fifteen feet, then
drawn rapidly toward the skidder. It is then dropped near the
spur track in a pile convenient to the loading crane.
The skidder, being necessarily a heavy machine, is usually built
on a flat car, so that it may be moved on the rails of the woods
road. The power is usually steam, generated by either wood or
fuel oil. Where it is available, wood constitutes the cheaper
fuel. Some skidders may be operated by a gasoline engine,
although, on account of the distance from fuel supply, wood or
crude oil steam engines are preferable.
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With cables running 100 yards in opposite directions, a strip
600 feet in width may be cut at one spur, loader and skidder
“set-up.” If the distance is stretched to 660 feet, and the spur
run a distance of a half-mile, a forty acre tract may be cut at
one set-up. As a rule, however, it is impracticable to cut on a
straight line, as often the spur will have to take a winding
route.
The loader is a large machine built on wheel trucks, and it is so
constructed that all but one of the empty log cars may be backed
upon and through it. This places the string of cars behind the
loader. The car next to the engine of the log train will be
loaded first. Then the train will pull up, drawing the empty
cars back through the loader and placing the second car in
position to be loaded. This process is repeated until the entire
train is loaded with the long logs to be hauled to the mill. The
loader is a derrick with a swinging boom, which picks up the
logs and places them on the cars. Either anchor spuds or stay
cables are used to keep the derrick from tipping over when the
weight of the log is applied. The power for the loader may be
either a steam engine or a gasoline engine. As in the case of the
skidder, the use of wood for steam production is more eco
nomical when it is properly available.
There are varying processes for skidding and loading, and they
depend on the kind of territory in which the logging operations
are being conducted. In high pine lands logs may be hauled by
high-wheeled carts to the spur, but some device must be used to
elevate the logs to the cars.
Some mills make a practice of scaling or measuring the footage
of logs cut as they are loaded, but the necessity for this is deter
mined by the manner of handling the logs when they reach the
mill. If a perpetual or running inventory of logs is kept, they
should be scaled in the woods, or at least when unloaded at the
mill, as the log trains usually keep up with the woods crew and
bring in the logs as fast as they are brought to the spur. Care
fully prepared cost records are essential in order that the impor
tant factor of logging costs may be determined.

Sawing
The method of handling the logs on arrival at the mill varies
with the size of the operation and the equipment. A lake or
pond may be available for floating logs, or in some cases a pond
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may be built, but logs are constantly sinking, so that crews for
raising them must be maintained. Where no pond is used, a
ramp or some elevating device must be provided. When the
logs are elevated, by whatever method, they enter the mill at the
cut-off saw, which cuts them into proper lengths for sawing. At
this point they must be scaled and a record kept of the footage
and species of logs used.
Band saws have become popular in large mills because less
space is required at the log and a thinner cut may be made than
with a circular saw. The sawyer directs, with a finger sign code,
the actions of the operator riding the carriage. In cutting
hardwood, especially, great care must be exercised by the sawyer
in cutting the log so that the best grade of lumber may be pro
duced. On certain grades, the log will be squared off by the
band and carried to the gang saw, which is capable of sawing
thirty-six or more one-inch boards from several logs running
through at the same time. The boards then go to the edger
saws, where the bark and other edges are squared off. They then
pass laterally through cut-off saws, which trim and square the
ends. From there they pass to the green chain, the name
applied to a set of horizontally moving cables, spaced about six
feet apart. A grader stands on the loose moving boards and
marks the grade of the board with a wax crayon. As the boards
pass along the green chain, they are pulled out and stacked
according to the species, width or other classification. As the
boards are stacked, another tally is made, this time in board-foot
measure. The difference between the footage of the logs at log
scale and the lumber produced at board measure is known as
overrun or underrun, as the case may be. The overrun of pine
timber is usually more than that of hardwood, reaching as high as
50 per cent., but the overrun will vary with different sizes of logs,
on account of the mathematical process of ascertaining the log
scale footage. Beginning with a white oak log 15 inches in
diameter at the top or small end, which will produce, let us say,
an overrun of 50 per cent., as the diameters of logs used increase,
the overrun will decrease until with a log 22 inches in diameter
the overrun will be approximately 1 per cent. Logs 23 inches in
diameter and larger will show an underrun. Other species of
timber produce different percentages of overrun, but with each
there is a point in the ascending scale of diameters where the
overrun will cease and underrun will appear.
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Hardwood lumber must be air-dried and, therefore, must
remain in the yard for several months, at least three, before it
may be worked into products. Pine lumber may be dried in a
kiln and worked into finished products a few days after it comes
from the sawmill.

Dry Kiln
The dry kiln is a tightly built structure, usually made of brick,
through which run many coils of steam pipes. The lumber is
loaded on wheeled trucks, with slats placed between the layers
of boards, so that the circulation of air may be improved. These
trucks are rolled on steel rails into the dry kiln sections at the end
nearest the sawmill. When the section or compartment is filled,
the doors are closed and the steam turned on. In some types of
kilns pine lumber may be dried in 24 hours. There are many
types of dry kilns; and in this matter science has played an
important role. To keep the lumber from checking or cracking,
the humidity and temperature must be properly regulated.
Losses in footage and grade are unpreventable in the seasoning
processes. The chief causes are checking, splitting, sap stains,
loose knots and breaking in handling. Restricting these losses to a
minimum is one of the many duties of good management and may
be aided by the use of proper equipment and careful operation.
There are three main classifications into which dry kilns may
be divided, namely, dry-air, moist-air and superheated-steam.
In these classes are various types. In some processes, it is
necessary to produce humidity by the use of water sprays, so
that the lumber shall not dry too rapidly. In the progressive
type, the drying process is continuous, the green lumber going
in at one end, and as the loaded trucks progress through the
building the lumber is dried by the time it reaches the other end.
The compartment dry kiln, however, is filled with lumber loaded
on trucks, and the whole batch is dried at one heating, after
which the entire compartment is emptied. Where an ample
waste wood supply is available and thus the heating process is
not so costly, the progressive type is more economical in opera
tion, inasmuch as a lower class of labor can be used. During
working hours the ends of the building are open, the one receiving
the green lumber and the other discharging the dried lumber.
To make such a process effective, compartments are built ad
joining each other and trucks on lateral tracks outside the
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ends of the kiln, carry the lumber to or from the compartment
desired.

Planing Mill
The planing mill should be placed so that the lumber may be
brought in from either the dry kiln or the air-drying yard with
the least possible handling. The operations in the planing mill
are so many that only a brief summary of them will be made.
The principal object is to dress and “size” the lumber and prepare
it for use. The simplest operation is dressing the boards, leaving
the sizes as they are. This is done in the case of low grade
boards which are sold for sheathing and numerous other purposes
where uniform widths are not necessary. In the case of the
better grades, however, the boards must be reduced to a uniform
size and thickness, depending upon the uses to which they are to
be put. There are several standard patterns which are manu
factured for stock, such as flooring, siding, ceiling, moulding and
others. In recent years, in order to prevent waste, end-matched
tongue-and-groove flooring has become an important item. By
the use of this material, floors may be laid so that the cracks or
joints are almost invisible. From the narrow pieces trimmed
from the edges of the boards, all sorts of products are manu
factured, including many types of moulding, dowel pins and other
by-products. An efficient management will arrange the planing
mill processes so that the rough lumber will be manufactured into
the kind of finished products that will bring the best prices in the
market.
The various products of the planing mill are conveyed to sheds
to await sale and shipment. These storage sheds should be
arranged so that the lumber may easily flow into them, and at
the same time be convenient to the loading platforms, from which
the freight cars are loaded. In many cases the orders may be
run through the planing mill and loaded immediately into the
cars, thus saving the handling involved in storing.
The planing or remanufacture of lumber is of rather recent
origin, and even now applies chiefly to soft woods. It was not
until about 1880 that the mills began to prepare the lumber for
the ultimate consumer. Among the largest markets for hard
woods is the automobile industry. Lumber sold to this trade is
almost universally shipped from the mills in its rough state. In
recent years, however, building trades have used an increasing
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amount of hard woods for interior trim, so that a number of items
formerly manufactured from pine and other soft woods for general
use, have become stock items in hard woods. In fact, as the
types of material required for general construction purposes have
increased in number, the troubles of the lumber manufacturer
have increased, and it is now necessary to carry a much larger
stock if the various items are to be held ready for immediate sale.
This makes larger storage sheds necessary and complicates
handling.

Yard
In choosing the location for the lumber yard, there are several
factors which should be borne in mind, in addition to the standard
fire insurance requirements as to the distance to the nearest
building. The ground should be well drained, and better results
are obtained if a four inch layer of cinders covers the surface.
Lumber will dry much better if the surface of the ground is not
wet. If the mill is built in a wooded tract, the space around the
yard should be cleared in order to allow an unrestricted circulation
of air to the stacks.
In the case of a large mill, the lumber may be carried by con
veyors direct from the green chain or loaded on cars and
distributed to the desired location. Overhead conveyors are
expensive to operate and maintain, and little advantage is gained
by their use.
In stacking the lumber, narrow sticks are placed between the
layers of boards in order to allow circulation. The stacks should
not contain too much lumber, for the weight will cause the lower
courses to become indented by the sticks, thus lowering the grade.
In order to keep the first layer from touching the ground, the
boards are stacked across bunks, built of wood or concrete. The
bunks should be at a height above the ground sufficient to allow
ample ventilation and should be placed about four feet apart.
The tops of the bunks must be on the same level, so that the pile
will not fall over. At the top of the pile there should be an
inclined cover or roof made to protect the lumber from the weather.
In the case of a mill cutting a number of species of hard woods,
the piles must be kept by grade and species, so that orders may
be readily filled with lumber uniformly seasoned.
Yard sanitation is a factor that deserves consideration. Decay
takes place more rapidly under unsanitary conditions, and great
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loss may be sustained if the yard is not kept clean. Among the
requirements for proper sanitation are the following:

1. Location of yard on high ground, preferably on mineral soil.
2. Use of dry piling strips, which, when not in use, should be
kept stacked so that they will remain dry.
3. Use of concrete or stone bunks or pile foundations.
4. Construction of bunks high enough above the ground to
insure free circulation of air.
5. Piling lumber so that drying may be rapidly and uniformly
accomplished.
6. Treating of tramway ties with creosote to prevent infection.
7. Elimination of rubbish by frequent collection and burning.
8. Use of a solution or other means to prevent the growth of
weeds and grass.
9. Pulling down and restacking lumber where there are de
caying pieces in the pile.

A spur track should run through the yard, so that lumber to be
shipped without going through the kilns or the planing mill may
be loaded easily.
The loading, tallying and shipping is under the direction of
the shipping department. At this point many expensive if not
disastrous disputes may be avoided if the standard for grades is
strictly followed. It is not an infrequent occurrence for a con
signee to advise the shipper that the car of lumber has been
received but the tally is short and the material is not up to the
grade requirements. The case may be complicated when the
shipment has been made on the order of a broker who has sold
the car to his customer. While standard grade rules are recog
nized, a consumer may be more rigid in his inspection than the
mill, and the result, in most cases, is that an allowance is made
by the mill. If, however, rigid rules are observed, a mill may
build a reputation for strict grading which will result in fewer
losses from unwarranted allowances and in acquisition of the
respect and confidence of the buyers.

Some Accounting Phases
To present here a detailed treatment of all the accounts
properly relating to a lumber-manufacturing company would
require too great a volume. There are, however, certain phases
which may be of particular interest and might have a distinct
bearing on the statements of financial position and operations
of a given plant.
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Let us consider first the lands and standing timber, either
owned or held under a lease agreement, which ordinarily con
stitute the principal assets of a lumber-manufacturing concern.
This class of assets forms the principal security for the bonds or
other long-term financing of the company. Frequently the bond
indenture is based on a “cruise” of the timber, and if the section
or other subdivisions do not yield the amount of footage shown
by the cruise, the company is obligated to making sinking-fund
deposits based on the area cut per cruise rather than on a basis
of actual footage. This would necessarily increase the stumpage
cost, and the question of proper treatment in the accounts arises.
On the other hand, a given section may yield more footage than
shown by the cruise. Usually, however, the sinking-fund pay
ments are not reduced, but must follow the footage produced at
the stated rate per thousand feet.
For the purpose of ascertaining the results of operations, it is
proper to include the stumpage charge at a fixed cost. This cost
will be found by dividing the total cost of the standing timber by
the number of feet (log scale) shown by the cruise. A record
should be kept of the footage cut from each section, and, tem
porarily, at least, one may assume that the overages and shortages
of timber cut as compared with the cruise will equalize by the
end of the year. If, however, the records, which should be
compiled monthly, disclose a consistent shortage of cut under
cruise, the assumption must be that the cruise overstates the
footage of timber and proper adjustment must then be made in
the stumpage cost.
A company may have purchased one large tract, based on a
cruise of the timber, and on the cost of that tract may have
determined its stumpage cost. Subsequently, several adjoining
tracts may be acquired at a different price per thousand feet of
timber. Should an adjustment be made of stumpage costs as
purchases are made or should the adjustment await the time
when actual cutting of the smaller tracts is begun? To answer
this question would, to a degree at least, involve the principles
underlying the capitalization of carrying charges (interest, taxes,
fire-prevention, etc.), incurred in holding a tract of timber pur
chased for future cutting.
It is held here that the inclusion of carrying charges just
described in the lump-sum value of uncut lands is fundamentally
wrong. This position is based on the theory that constantly to
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increase the book value of raw materials (for that is, in the final
analysis, just what standing timber is) favors the present opera
tions at the expense of those of the future. This practice, how
ever, has found favor among many operators and custom has
apparently been the excuse for allowing it to stand. Even some
accountants have failed to realize the inevitable result of such a
course. The cost of lumber produced must eventually absorb
the stumpage costs. At no time should the book value of stand
ing timber divided by the uncut footage produce a resultant
average greater than the stumpage charge concurrently included
in operations.
When the actual payment of interest on bonds or other obliga
tions has been made, and taxes and other expenses arising from
holding lands for future cutting have been met, it has been
suggested that such items be included under deferred charges.
This treatment is equally unwarranted, even if it does seem to
state clearly the financial position of the company.

Let us, for a moment, consider the practical side of the ques
tion. A mill is built in a certain place, the size and capacity
being determined by the available timber which the company
owns, controls or has good reason to believe it can acquire. The
whole financial and physical structure is based on the number of
years it will take to cut, manufacture and sell the lumber.
Therefore, the originally determined stumpage charge is based
on the cost of the timber on which the mill capacity was fixed.
To be on the safe side, the stumpage charge may be arbitrarily
increased to provide for possible shortages of actual yield under
cruise. Be that as it may, to carry as deferred charges the
carrying expenses on tracts to be cut in the future is merely
bringing nearer the fatal day when costs will be too high for
operations to yield a profit and the whole structure will crumble
and fall.
To revert to the question propounded, as to the propriety of
adjusting stumpage costs as tracts are added, the answer would
most certainly be that such adjustments should be made. Con
ditions change with years, and a lumber operation seldom outlasts
the span of its expected cut. Reforestation may be carried on,
but the length of time necessary to produce merchantable timber
is so great that probably a new mill must be built, and at best a
lapse in operations will result.
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Main-Line Extension
To capitalize the original cost of construction of a railroad
running from mill to timber would, at first glance, seem entirely
proper. Certain conditions, however, may render such a pro
cedure highly improper. The following case is cited to illustrate:
A mill in the southern pine belt was situated on a railroad
which bisected the timber lands in a northerly and southerly
direction. The stumpage charge was determined by applying
the total estimated footage to the cost of the standing timber.
Railroad tracks were constructed around the mill and yard, and
a main-line log-road built westerly from the mill for a distance
of a mile or so into the timber. All this was done with funds
received from the sale of bonds and capital stock. This was
plant construction and constituted a proper charge to fixed
capital, to be amortized or depreciated over the expected life of
the cut, that is, the time in years resulting from dividing the total
available footage by the annual production capacity of the mill.
So far, so good.
Cutting began on sections near the mill, temporary spur tracks
being run from the main-line into the timber as far as practicable.
In time, the timber capable of being logged from the main-line
was cut and it was necessary to extend the main-line another
mile. More capital was buried in the construction of this extra
mile.
One may say this surely is a capital expenditure. Before
either admitting or denying that, let us carry the hypothesis to
a conclusion. Let it be assumed that the charge is capitalized
and at the end of the year a provision is made for amortization.
What is the result? In the first place, the logging costs are low
on account of the short haul of logs from woods to mill. Main
line maintenance is not great because the line is not long. Little
time is involved in transporting laborers to and from the woods,
leaving more actual working hours a day. A statement of logging
costs discloses a satisfactory result. This completes the first
cycle of the hypothesis.
Now the next cycle begins. It is again found necessary to
extend the main-line and expend more capital, which must
eventually be absorbed in operations through depreciation
charges.
The intermediate cycles are now passed over in order to con
sider the position at the beginning of the last cycle or last lap of
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main-line extension. The net capital investment has increased,
for the depreciation provisions have not kept pace with addi
tional cost of construction and amortization of the original mile
of track has not been completed. It is found that there is still a
large unamortized portion of the track cost of which disposition
must be made. A burden has been thrust upon the future of
the company contrary to the idea of equitable distribution.
In the meantime, what has happened to logging costs? For
every mile the logging operations are removed from the mill,
there is an increase in all costs. A longer main-line necessitates
greater maintenance costs. The woods crew consumes more
time going to and from the scene of operations. If a woods camp
is built and maintained, its cost must be borne by the logging
department. Longer hauls of logs ensue, and mechanical break
downs are much more expensive to rectify.
In the light of these facts, it may be properly held that the
timber cut in each cycle, or mile of track extension, should absorb
its own main-line construction costs, so that only the first outlay
of capital will have to be spread over the entire tract which it is
expected the mill will cut, and to the end that the operations
along the last mile will not have to be subjected to costs for which
they should not be held responsible.
The principle involved is that it is an unsound procedure to
lighten present costs at the expense of future costs. A careful
analysis must be made of the physical conditions of a lumber
manufacturing plant in order to determine the procedure neces
sary to reflect the correct result of operations as well as the true
financial position.

Verification

of

Production

As has been stated, the first tally or count of footage of lumber
cut by the sawmill is made as the boards are taken from the
green chain. In some mills the lumber, as it passes along the
green chain, which is usually elevated two or three feet above the
platforms along its course, is pulled off by species and grade and
stacked on the green dock. The green dock may be equipped
with numerous rollers set in the floor, so that a large stack of
boards may be pushed by hand to the edge of the dock, for
transportation to the dry kilns or to the yard. When the
laborers stacking the boards are paid on a basis of the footage
stacked, the tally is usually made at this point, for it is much
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easier to count the footage in a stack than to do so when the
boards are on the green chain or piled at random. A tallyman
will record the number of stacks and the board measure footage,
and from this record the daily millcut report is compiled. Some
mills tally the lumber by species, while others do not. To do so
requires the services of an experienced tallyman, for many species
of hard wood are quite similar in appearance, especially before the
boards have been dressed and the grain has been made visible.
The millcut tally, prepared daily and entered in a record for
that purpose, forms the basis of determining the overrun or
underrun of the operation. As a rule, no further tally is made
until shipment. Theoretically, the total footage of lumber sent
to the yard or planing mill less the footage of shipments should
reflect the footage of inventory. But in practice, this is far
from the case.
When a board is cut by the mill to dimension, that is. for
example, one by twelve inches, it contains exactly one board foot
for each linear foot. When this board passes through the dry
kiln its dimensions are slightly diminished by shrinkage. When
it passes through the planer its dimensions are further diminished
so that its thickness may be seven-eighths of an inch and its
width eleven and seven-eighths inches, or less. This variation
under the original dimensions is called “scant” so that, in the
case cited, the board would be one-eighth of an inch scant.
The consumer, however, buys lumber based on full measure,
regardless of the actual net dimensions of width and thickness.
Thus it would appear that the waste in planing would not become
a factor in the shortage that will inevitably occur. There are
other factors, however, which have direct bearing on the fact
that the physical inventory will never be equal to the book in
ventory. These include breaking in handling, boards used for
pile covers, loss in sizing and loss in getting the best grade from a
piece of lumber. The last factor is responsible for considerable
shrinkage. For instance, a pine board twelve feet long, is to be
cut into flooring and it is found that a knot appears three feet
from one end. If this knot is left in the piece it will lower the
grade of the whole length. If, however, the knot is cut out,
there remains a piece of high grade flooring nine feet long which
is worth more on account of superior grade than the original piece
twelve feet long. As practically all lumber is sold on a basis of
even multiples of two feet in length, a piece nine feet long is
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counted as being eight feet long, so that in such cutting for grade
a further loss may be sustained.
Since the introduction of end-matched flooring to general use
in both pine and hard wood, a considerable saving has been
brought about by the utilization of short pieces from the planing
mill, which formerly were thrown into the fuel pile.
There is a divergence of opinion as to the percentage of millcut
which should be deducted as a waste allowance. Such a per
centage would depend on the layout, kind of timber cut, and other
factors. After a plant has been in operation for several months,
a determination may be made. It is needless to say, however,
that this percentage must be closely watched, for in a large
operation the value of inventory shortages may amount to a
considerable sum. Care should be exercised by the management
to insure a proper accounting for all lumber used for bunks, sticks
and covers so that the allowance for the shortage of inventory,
in footage, may be as nearly accurate as it is possible to make it.
The following table illustrates the method of determining avail
able footage, inventory shortage and the ratio to millcut:
Inventory—January 1, 1930...............................................
Millcut for January..............................................................

Board Feet
9,750,000
2,850,000

12,600,000
Sales for January, including lumber used in plant con
struction.........................................................................
2,100,000
Book inventory—January 31, 1930...................................
Actual inventory—January 31, 1930.................................

10,500,000
10,200,000

Apparent shortage................................................................

300,000

Accounted for as follows:
Timbers for bunks........................................................
16,000
Boards ripped for sticks..........................................................
5,000
Boards used for pile covers....................................................
6,000

Unaccounted for....................................................................

27,000
273,000

Total, as above..............................................................

300,000

Thus the shortage is 273,000 feet or slightly less than 10% of
the millcut.
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Some plants keep an accurate record of every piece of lumber
used for bunks and covers; others do not. The cover boards in
the yard are exposed to the weather and usually warp and split
and become unfit for use. Such boards should not be included in
inventory of merchantable lumber, but they may be included in
inventory of bunks, sticks and covers, which may or may not be
taken monthly, according to the custom of the mill. The
difficulty in keeping a record of pieces used from the piles for yard
purposes lies in the class of labor generally obtained for yard
stacking. It is in many cases less expensive in the long run to
absorb the cost of such lumber in inventory shortage than to
attempt to rely upon reports made by yard laborers.
While taking physical inventory monthly may seem an un
necessary and expensive procedure, it should be done if the
management is to be kept well informed as to actual production
and stock on hand, by grade and species. This information is
necessary for the sales department in order to keep the stock of
any one kind from becoming disproportionate.
There are so many different kinds of mill layouts and such
disparity between the nature and volume of production, that it
is very difficult to lay down rules of procedure which will apply
in even a majority of cases. The mill operator who would
attain success must first have a structure, financial as well as
physical, which is reasonably capable of profitable operation; and
even then every precaution and safeguard against waste must be
brought into play. Only by the application of scientific methods
and chemical research will the lumber industry maintain its
rank among the world’s most important fields of human activity.
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TRIAL BOARD

The council of the American Institute of Accountants convened as a trial
board at the Muehlebach hotel, Kansas City, Missouri, October 17, 1932, to
hear a complaint preferred against a member of the Institute by four other
members with some of whom the defendant had formerly been associated as a
partner.
The complainants charged that the defendant had violated rule No. 8 of
the rules of professional conduct of the Institute, which forbids solicitation of
clients or encroachment on the business of other members of the Institute.
The complainants submitted evidence to support their charges and asserted
that they had suffered loss of clientele through the acts of the defendant.
The defendant denied the charges and asserted that none of his acts had
contravened the rules of professional conduct.
Questioning by members of the trial board brought out the circumstances in
which the defendant had terminated his association with his former partners.
In executive session the trial board found the defendant guilty.
The trial board unanimously resolved that he be admonished.
It was unanimously resolved that in the official published statement of the
case the names of the defendant and complainants be omitted.
It was the sense of the trial board that the obligations of the partnership
relation should be respected and that the Institute could not tolerate any
breach of professional etiquette among partners.
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H. P. Baumann, Editor

New York C. P. A. Examination
We have been requested to solve several problems in practical accounting
given by the University of the State of New York. The following are problems
that appeared in the 73rd accountant examination—practical accounting, part
I, on Monday, June 6, 1932.

Group I—
No. 1:
In the production of a main product and its one by-product, a manufacturer
utilizes six production departments. Raw material, when placed in process,
passes first through the reduction department in which it is fused to a clinker
mass. Then it passes to the grinding department and next to the mixing de
partment. From the mixing department it passes to the extraction depart
ment at which point the by-product emerges. Both products next pass to the
finishing department and to the packing department.
Raw material, when placed in process, is composed of two items, as follows:
X 45% costs $110 per ton
Y 55% costs 70 per ton
Material storage and handling cost is computed at eight per cent. of material
cost.
In the mixing department, chemicals are added, as follows:
A 25% costs $ 40 per ton
B 60% costs 80 per ton
C 15% costs 160 per ton
Direct labor cost is computed on tonnage handled in each department.
Direct department expense and indirect department expense are computed as
a percentage of direct labor cost.
The following are the direct labor costs and expense percentages:
Direct
Indirect
Direct labor department department
Department
per ton
expense
expense
Reducing................................................
$20
40%
30%
22
150
Grinding.................................................
30
250
Mixing....................................................
30
30
200
Extraction..............................................
24
30
60
Finishing.................................................
50
30
40
Packing...................................................
30
36
In the extraction process, 80 per cent. of material placed in process becomes
main product. Of the remaining portion, which is sent to the finishing depart
ment along with the main product, two-thirds thereof comes out as completed
by-product. There is no loss in finishing main product.
It takes approximately twice as long to finish by-product as it does main
product.
By-product is sold at a net profit of $96 per ton, after giving consideration to
its share of factory costs. No commercial expenses are assigned to by-product.
Main product is sold for $900 per ton. Main product is charged with com
mercial expenses at the rate of 15% of sales price.
Determine the profit per ton of main product sales.
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Solution:
The main difficulty confronting the candidate here is the ambiguity in the
stating of the problem. Does the statement
. chemicals are added as
follows: A 25 per cent. costs $40 per ton, etc.” mean that a ton of chemicals is
added to each ton of material, so that for each ton handled in the grinding and
reducing departments, two tons will be handled in the mixing and extraction
departments? Such a ratio of chemicals to materials to chemicals seems un
usual, yet we must assume that the tonnage is doubled by the addition of
chemicals, for otherwise the words “per ton” in the phrase quoted must refer
to the materials, and to what can the 25 per cent. apply, if $40 worth of A is
added to each ton of materials?
The later statement that “ In the extraction process, 80 per cent. of material
placed in process becomes main product” may be intended to specifically
exclude chemicals, but in view of the foregoing analysis we interpret the term
material here to include chemicals. Therefore we have added the 8 per cent.
handling charge to both chemicals and materials, and have based the solution
on the placing of .625 tons of X and Y, and ;625 tons of chemicals into produc
tion to obtain the cost of one ton of main product (after the 20 per cent. shrink
age in the extraction department).
The statement that “By-product is sold at a net profit of $96 per ton, after
giving consideration to its share of factory costs” is interpreted to mean that
the by-product is charged with its share (20 per cent.) of the costs up to the
point of break-off, as well as the later costs of finishing and packing.

Note 1.—The main product and the by-product are sent to the finishing
department together, where the by-product requires approximately twice as
long to finish as the main product. Accordingly, it will be necessary to con
sider this factor in distributing the direct labor cost and the department ex
penses of the finishing department between the products.
As each ton of mix in the finishing department is made up of 80 per cent. of
main product and 20 per cent. of by-product, and as it requires twice as much
time (and, presumably, labor) to finish the by-product, the labor cost per ton
handled by the finishing department should be distributed as follows:
Percentage Weighted
of mix
percentage
80%
Main product...................................................
80%
40
.By-product.......................................................
20

Total.........................................................

100%

120%

Labor
cost
$33.33
16.67

$50.00

Note 2.—Since the main product is the objective of the production process,
and the by-product is necessarily exploited in the interests of economy, ac
countants frequently treat the profit (or loss) on the by-product as a deduction
from (or addition to) main product cost. In a process cost industry this may
be accomplished in a simple manner by combining all costs, and deducting the
sales of the by-product to obtain the cost of the main product. In this case a
more advanced system is used, and the by-product is charged with its share of
all factory costs, so that the gross profit on the by-product is known; neverthe
less, we have credited the cost of the main product with this profit, because it
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.28125
.34375

.62500
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Net cost.................................................................
$441.33

M aterials ...................................................................................... $ 91.80
Direct lab o r .................................................................................
144.33
Direct departm ent expense .....................................................
177.90
Indirect departm ent expense ..................................................
43.30
T otal co st ......................................................................... $457.33
Less: credit for by-product (note 2 ) .....................................
16.00

Sum m ary

T otal cost per ton of m ain p ro d u ct ...........................

Packing .........................................................................................

$ 9 1 .8 0

$ 75.00

$50.00
1.00 $36.00

$ 9 1 .8 0

1.00

Finishing (see note 1 ) ...............................................................

Rem ainder (applicable to m ain p ro d u ct) ..............

$ 93.75
18.75

$114.75
22.95

$144.33

33.33
36.00

60.00%
40.00%

37.50 250.00%
30.00 200.00%
-----------

1.25
.25

$30.00
$24.00

Extracting:
Totals (to point of break-off) ....................................
transferred to by-product — 2 0 % ........................

1.25
1.25

4.10

$ 5 5 .3 5

$ 5 1 .2 5

40.00%

Per cent
to labor

expense

Indirect
departm ent

$177.90

20.00 30.00%
14.40 30.00%

$143.50

$179.38
35.88

93.75 30.00%
60.00 30.00%

5.00 30.00%
20.63 30.00%

-----------

$

9.00

$43.30

10.00
10.80

$22.50

$28.12
5.62

---------

11.25

4.12

$ 3.75

Per cent
Am ount to labor Amount

expense

D irect
departm ent

13.75 150.00%

$ 12.50

Total chemical cost .......................................................

.62500

Total chem icals ..............................................................

.625 $20.00
.625 $22.00

Handling and storage costs— 8 % ......................................

.15625
.37500
.09375

Mixing:
a (25% of .625 to n s) .....................................................
B (60% of .625 to n s) .....................................................
C (15% of .625 to n s) .....................................................

40.00 $ 6.25
80.00
30.00
160.00
15.00

4.40

$ 5 9 .4 0

$

$ 55.0000

Per ton
$110.00 $ 30.9375
70.00
24.0625

Tons

T otal raw m aterials co st .............................................

Reducing .......................................................................................
G rinding ........................................................................................

Direct Labor
Tonnage
Am ount handled Per ton Amount

Handling and storage cost — 8 % .......................................

T otal raw m aterials .....................................................

Raw m aterials:
X (45% of .625 to n s) ...........................................................
Y (55% of .625 to n s) ...........................................................

M aterials

Statement S howing C ost per T on of M ain P roduct
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is a profit incidental to the manufacture of the main product, because the main
product is relatively so much more valuable, and because it is stated that the
by-product is charged with no commercial expenses, and if the main product is
to bear all of these expenses it should be credited with the profit which is
properly chargeable with a portion of these expenses.
The amount of this credit is computed as follows:
Tonnage entering extraction process............................................... 1.25 tons
Main product—80 %.......................................................................... 1.00
By-product—20%.................................................................................. 25 tons
Less: shrinkage of by-product in finishing department—⅓. .
.0833
By-product produced per ton of main product produced. . . .
.1667 tons

Gross profit thereon, at $96 per ton............................................

$16.00

Statement of profit per ton
Selling price................................................................................................
Cost.............................................................................................................
Gross profit................................................................................................
Commercial expenses (15 %)...................................................................
Net profit....................................................................................................

$900.00
441.33
$458.67
135.00
$323.67

No. 2:
The books of the Acme Company, a store with four departments, show in
formation covering a two-month period, as follows:
Opening inventories at sales prices and percentage of markup:
Department 1..........................................................
$ 90,630
100%
2..........................................................
42,780
50
3..........................................................
36,000
33⅓
4..........................................................
28,000
25
Purchases during the two-month period:
Cost
Selling
Department 1..........................................................
$ 98,950
$172,000
2 ..........................................................
45,000
75,000
3..........................................................
40,000
66,200
4..........................................................
42,000
58,100

Sales and markdowns during the two-month period:

Sales Markdowns
Department 1..........................................................
$172,500
$ 11,500
2..........................................................
67,500
9,000
3..........................................................
71,250
7,300
4..........................................................
63,750
5,600
Direct expenses chargeable to departments:
Dept. 1 Dept. 2 Dept. 3 Dept. 4
$3,100
$7,400
Salaries.......................................
$18,000
$8,500
2,300
2,800
Advertising................................
4,500
3,900
1,400
1,800
Rent............................................
9,000
3,800
Indirect expenses distributable to departments, $42,000.
Basis of distribution to be sales.
Required:
a. Departmental statements of earnings and expenses.
b. Statements showing departmental turnover.
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Solution:
The procedure of solving problems involving the retail method of inventory
may be outlined as follows:
1. Determine the average original rate of markup by departments or classes
on all goods available for sale during the period.
2. Compute the closing inventory at sales price, and convert it to a cost
basis by applying the ratios determined above.
This computation, as applied to department 1, is illustrated below:
Per cent.
of cost to
selling
Cost
price
Inventory, opening................................... $ 90,630.00 $ 45,315.00 50.00%
98,950.00 57.53
Purchases....................................................
172,000.00

Selling
price

Goods available for sales.....................
Less: sales...................................................

$262,630.00 $144,265.00
172,500.00

Balance...................................................
Less: markdowns.......................................

$ 90,130.00
11,500.00

Closing inventory, at sales price........

$ 78,630.00

Closing inventory, converted on basis
of 54.93 ratio.................................

$ 43,191.45

54.93

54.93

The application of this method to the four departments appears on the
following page.
Acme Company

Statement of profit and loss—by departments for the months of . . . and . . .
Department

2

3

4

Sales.................................. . . $172,500.00 $67,500.00
Cost of sales................... . . .
101,073.55 47,753.02

$71,250.00
51,495.06

$63,750.00
51,871.00

$375,000.00
252,192.63

Gross profit....................... . . $ 71,426.45 $19,746.98

$19,754.94

$11,879.00

$122,807.37

Expenses:
Salaries............................ . $ 18,000.00 $ 8,500.00
4,500.00
3,900.00
Rent................................
Advertising...................
9,000.00
3,800.00
19,320.00
7,560.00
Indirect expenses t. . .

$ 7,400.00
2,800.00
1,800.00
7,980.00

$ 3,100.00
2,300.00
1,400.00
7,140.00

$ 37,000.00
13,500.00
16,000.00
42,000.00

. . $ 50,820.00 $23,760.00
Total expenses.........

$19,980.00

$13,940.00

$108,500.00

*
225.06

$ 2,061.00
*

$ 14,307.37

1

*
Net profit (loss *
) ........... .. $ 20,606.45 $ 4,013.02

$

t At the rate of 11.2% (42,000/375,000) of sales.
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Total
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172,000.00

$ 90,630.00

Sales

Cost of sales ...............................................................................

Inventory, closing — a t cost, on basis of above per 
centages ..........................................................................
$101,073.55

$47,753.02

25,766.98

$ 78,630.00

Inventory, closing — a t sales price ...................................
43,191.45

$251,130.00
172,500.00

Less: sales ...................................................................................

45,000.00

$28,520.00

Cost

2

75,000.00

$ 42,780.00

Sales

D epartm ent

. . .

Cost

40,000.00

66,200.00

$ 36,000.00

Sales

D epartm ent 3

and

$27,000.00

. .

$22,400.00
42,000.00

Cost

58,100.00

$28,000.00

Sales

D epartm ent 4

$ 41,280.00

$108,780.00
67,500.00

$51,495.06

15,504.94

$ 23,650.00

71,250.00

$ 94,900.00

$51,871.00

12,529.00

$16,750.00

$80,500.00
63,750.00

$144,265.00 $262,630.00 $73,520.00 $117,780.00 $67,000.00 $102,200.00 $64,400.00 $86,100.00
(54.93)
(62.42)
(65.56)
(74.80)
11,500.00
9,000.00
7,300.00
5,600.00

98,950.00

$ 45,315.00

Cost

1

B alances ..................................................................................

Goods available for sale .......................................................
Per cent . of cost to sales p rice .......................................
Less: m arkdow ns ......................................................................

Inventory opening:
A t sales price .........................................................................
Reduce to cost:
D epartm ent A — 100/200 ..............................................
D epartm ent B— 100/150 ..............................................
D epartm ent C — 100/133 ..............................................
D epartm ent D — 100/125 ..............................................
Purchases ....................................................................................

D epartm ent

T h e A cme C ompany
W orking papers showing com putation of cost of sales for the m onths of .
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Departmental turnovers computed in the usual manner (cost of sales divided
by average inventory at cost) appear below:

Acme Company

Statement of departmental turnover
Departments

12
3
4
Inventories—at cost:
Opening........................................................ $ 45,315.00 $28,520.00 $27,000.00 $22,400.00
Closing..............................................................
43,191.45
25,766.98 15,504.94 12,529.00
Total.............................................................. $ 88,506.45 $54,286.98 $42,504.94 $34,929.00
Average........................................................

$ 44,253.23 $27,143.49 $21,252.47 $17,464.50

Cost of sales......................................................... $101,073.55 $47,753.02 $51,495.06 $51,871.00
Turnovers.............................................................

2.284

1.759

Turnovers, on annual basis.............................

13.7

10.6

2.423
14.5

2.970
17.8

The retailer, who ordinarily thinks of turnover in relation to selling price,
may compute his turnovers in the following manner (note that a lower figure is
obtained in each case):
Acme Company

Statement of departmental turnover
Departments
12
3
4
Inventories, at sales prices:
Opening............................................................. $ 90,630.00 $42,780.00 $36,000.00 $28,000.00
Closing..............................................................
78,630.00 41,280.00 23,650.00 16,750.00

Total.............................................................

$169,260.00 $84,060.00 $59,650.00 $44,750.00

Average........................................................

$ 84,630.00 $42,030.00 $29,825.00 $22,375.00

Sales.......................................................................

$172,500.00 $67,500.00 $71,250.00 $63,750.00

Turnovers.............................................................

2.038

1.606

2.389

2.849

Turnovers, on annual basis.............................

12.2

9.6

14.3

17.1
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INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING, by H. A. Finney.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York. 649 pages.
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING, by Frank Hatch Streightoff. Harper &
Bros., New York. 656 pages.
Two of the most recent additions to the shelves groaning with textbooks on
accounting suggest three comments, which bear on the general subject of ac
counting literature.
One is that, as yet, there seems uncertainty as to what should be included in
the first, what in the second, year of a course in accounting—as to where intro
duction ends and where advanced work begins. Both of these works give
closely similar discussions of the aging of receivables, of consignments, of cash
receipts, of manufacturing costs, of issue of capital stock, of admission and re
tirement of partners. Both go into the details of preparing an inventory show
ing both cost and market value; both give an illustration of a twelve-column
work sheet, and not very dissimilar statements of income and expense. Is there
no agreement among instructors as to where these topics belong ? It would be an
interesting bit of research, for some zealous educationalist, to ascertain whether
first and second year texts in German, in algebra, or in chemistry show more or
less clearly marked delimitations than do similar works in accounting.
The second comment is that, even after these centuries of accounting litera
ture, accountants apparently do not yet know what is what. Of these two dis
tinguished writers, one places the loss from bad debts among general, not under
financial, expenses; the other exactly reverses this. One shows discounts on
purchases and sales as financial income and expense; the other treats them as
deductions from purchases and sales. One includes accounts receivable among
intangible assets; the other excludes them from that category. One seems to
regard net income as the final residue of profits; the other shows net profit as
the remainder after certain subtractions from income.
Now, bad debts, discounts on purchases, discounts on sales, intangibles,
income and profits are all terms which fall readily from the lips of every ac
countant. All are technical terms. It is truly disconcerting to find two
outstanding accountants, professors both in universities of highest rank, writ
ing not as pioneers in the field but as “ heirs of all the ages ” of bookkeeping lore,
using these technical terms in technical treatises, with no agreement as to their
content. These particular professorial authors are not to be especially blamed
—it is rather that accountancy, which claims the qualities of a science, is still
lamentably inchoate.
A third comment is that accountants are still weak on theory. This is illus
trated more by Advanced Accounting than by Introduction, because the latter
generally eschews theoretical considerations, being content with a categorical
statement as to how books are kept, rather than why they should or should not
be thus kept.
Inconsistency is found particularly in regard to valuation, the theoretical
question to which most attention is paid. The author states that appreciation
should not be shown, yet in regard to accounts payable abroad in foreign
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currency, he gives rules which imply a showing of appreciation, rules which
inconsistently differ for receivables and payables. The crude and trite justi
fication of valuation at cost or market, whichever is lower, is accepted without
noticing its irrelevancy or that it is inconsistent with other rules.
There is confusion in the idea that the value of an asset on the books of the
vendor or donor has any significance whatever as to its valuation on the books
of its new owner. There is the conventional inconsistency in assuming that a
price paid for stock of a subsidiary in excess of the book value of its assets repre
sents the cost of goodwill, when the price paid for the goodwill may easily be
much less or much more than that excess. There is the inconsistency, so
beloved by many accountants, of showing only part of the goodwill, in the case
of a consolidation of either firms or corporations, although there is no suggestion
of showing only a similar proportion of the value of real estate. As to whether
the books should show discounts taken or those neglected, it is inconsistent to
say, “There is little choice, both being logical.” It is difficult to see how, in the
case of unsold purchases, a neglected discount can with equal logic be regarded
as a financial loss or as an element of increased value of the inventory. One or
the other may be right, perhaps either procedure may be regarded as expedientially legitimate; both can not be logically sound.
But why cavil at inconsistencies? Has accounting ever attempted to be
consistent? It is to be hoped not, for otherwise the profession shows gross
incompetence in carrying out its purposes, and incompetence is more disastrous
than inconsistency. “With consistency,” says Emerson, “a great soul has
nothing to do.” This should console accountants.
It is no serious criticism of the author that he is not free from conventional
error. He has done better than many of his contemporaries. Particularly in
regard to depreciation he has avoided the crass misconceptions so frequently
found in current literature, and for this excellence praise is due.
This review resembles, except in ability, the old time reviews in the Quarterly,
where books are taken as a text for a general discussion, rather than for careful
appraisal. Perhaps an attempt should be made to summarize. Finney’s
Introduction, so far as an elementary text can be judged at all before trying it
out on a class, seems clear, concise, and well provided with laboratory material.
Streightoff’s Advanced Accounting seems respectable but not epoch making.

Henry Rand Hatfield.
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[The questions and answers which appear in this section of The Journal of
Accountancy have been received from the bureau of information conducted
by the American Institute of Accountants. The questions have been asked
and answered by practising accountants and are published here for general in
formation. The executive committee of the American Institute of Account
ants, in authorizing the publication of this matter, distinctly disclaims any
responsibility for the views expressed. The answers given by those who reply
are purely personal opinions. They are not in any sense an expression of the
Institute nor of any committee of the Institute, but they are of value because
they indicate the opinions held by competent members of the profession. The
fact that many differences of opinion are expressed indicates the personal nature
of the answers. The questions and answers selected for publication are those
believed to be of general interest.—Editor.]

ACCOUNTS OF INSURANCE COMPANIES
Question: In the course of a recent audit of an insurance company the
question was raised as to whether or not certain entries should be placed on the
books for the purpose of bringing the accounts into agreement with reports to
state regulatory bodies and published reports to stockholders.
We contended that some entry should be made in the accounts at the close
of a fiscal period to record the reserve for unearned premiums, reserve for losses
in process of adjustment, reserves for taxes and expenses, reserve for contin
gencies and investment interest accrued but not due. Furthermore, it was our
opinion that there was no reason why some of the above reserves could not be
left on the books, to be diminished by charges in the subsequent period when
the items for which they provided were paid. We did grant that the entries
setting up the reserve for unearned premiums and the reserve for losses in
process of adjustment might be reversed at the opening of the following period.
In addition to the above, we see no reason why an insurance company should
not make regular provision in its records for accounts payable and some varia
tion of the conventional form of purchase journal.
Our recommendation, as above stated, does not seem to be inconsistent with
the requirements of state insurance department reports which are important
factors for consideration in insurance accounting.
The chief accountant of the company contended, and was apparently
supported by the fiscal officers of two or three other companies, to whom he
directed inquiries, that the entries proposed by us should not be made on the
books of an insurance company at the end of an accounting period and that the
carrying of reserves for taxes and contingencies and accounts payable as regular
accounts would be contrary to good insurance accounting practice.

Answer No. 1: It is quite true, as the chief accountant of the insurance
company contends, that accounts for reserve for unearned premiums, reserve
for losses, reserve for taxes and expenses, interest accrued, accounts payable,
etc. are not generally carried on the books of an insurance company, but
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appear only in the statutory statements prepared for filing with state depart
ments and for the published report to the stockholders.
An insurance company’s general ledger will usually be found to contain only
accounts for so-called ledger assets and the capital stock with a balancing
liability account under some such general description as “excess of ledger
assets over capital stock.” Occasionally a surplus account, corresponding to
the surplus shown in the statutory statement, may be carried and adjusted
at the next statement date, in which case the balancing liability account would
be entitled “excess of ledger assets over capital stock and surplus.”
From a technical accounting standpoint, there can be little doubt, we believe,
that an insurance company might keep its books in substantially the same
manner as companies engaged in other businesses, but this is not the customary
practice, and we feel that your correspondent will have considerable difficulty
in convincing his client that the accounts should be kept on any other basis
than that generally adopted by insurance companies. While we do not agree
with the statement made by the chief accountant of the insurance company
that to carry these accounts on the books would be contrary to good insurance
accounting practice, we concede that it is contrary to customary insurance
accounting practice.
Answer No. 2: It is our experience that insurance companies do not place
such entries on their books at the close of each fiscal period. The various
reports required periodically by state departments make it necessary, in view
of the special form in which they must be submitted and the great volume of
information called for, that the accounts of the reporting company be kept in
a manner that will reduce to a minimum the work of preparing these reports.
The data required for calculating accrued interest receivable not yet due, losses
in process of adjustment, accrued expenses, and similar items, in order to give
effect to them in the published reports, can readily be obtained from the
subsidiary records. Were entries to be made recording such accruals in the
general books at the close of each fiscal period, it would not only greatly increase
the work of preparing the reports required to be filed periodically with state
bodies, but would lead in the end to a great number of reversing entries at the
beginning of the following period.
While the placing of such entries on the books at the close of each period
would not, so far as we know, be inconsistent with the requirements of the
insurance departments of the various states, it would, in our opinion, be con
trary to the accounting practice of insurance companies. We do not consider
it either necessary or desirable to make such entries.

Answer No. 3: I wish to advise you that the member who made the inquiry
is incorrect in wanting to place upon the ledgers of the insurance company the
liabilities for unearned premium reserves, loss reserves, taxes and expense
reserve, contingency reserves and investment interest accrued.
In the case of fire-insurance companies and casualty-insurance companies
it has been the universal practice in this country not to accrue the reserves on
the books. There are two reasons for this: (1) The method of obtaining these
reserves is largely mathematical and based on individual judgment and changes
from day to day as the premiums are earned or as the situation as regards losses
and expenses changes. Inasmuch as it is impossible to ascertain these liabil
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ities without recourse to subsidiary records, it is useless to go through the
formality of entering them by means of journal entries in the ledger. (2) The
annual reports made to the various insurance departments are not on an ac
crued basis, with the exception of premiums written during the year. The
reports start out with the ledger assets at the beginning of the year, to which
are added the premiums written and other cash income, and from the total
the cash disbursements are deducted. The resulting figure balances with the
ledger assets at the end of the year.
These income and disbursement items, together with the ledger assets,
are all obtainable from the trial balance of the company. The ledger assets,
however, less the liabilities do not necessarily represent the company’s surplus.
There are additions to assets in the form of accrued interest, market value of
securities over book value, salvages and reinsurance recoverable and other
items peculiar to insurance companies, and they are deducted from the gross
assets as above determined, premiums in course of collection more than 90 days
past due, furniture and fixtures printing and stationery, book value of ledger
assets over market value and other deductions peculiar to insurance companies
and it would be just as reasonable to set up all of these non-ledger assets and
non-admitted assets on the books as to set up the reserves before mentioned.
There is another reason for not entering these various liabilities on the ledger
and that is that the laws of the various states differ as to how these liabilities
should be calculated. One state provides for an unearned premium of 50 per
cent of the premiums in force running for one year or less while another state
provides for the calculation of the unearned premium reserve on a pro-rata
basis, and many states differ as to the calculation of the loss reserves.
To sum the matter up briefly, no benefit can result to the company or its
accounting system in putting these items on its ledgers as they would not be
capable of proof except through the subsidiary accounts.
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Some more endorsements of

LAW FOR LAYMEN
by Harold Dudley Greeley, LL.B., LL.M., Attorney-at-Law, New York and Connecticut
“Terse, compact, comprehensive statement. . . .
As to the topics treated, there is nothing left to be
desired . . . well written . . . carefully proof-read,
contains an excellent index. ... It indicates a thor
ough knowledge of his subject . . . valuable for
reference and review.” THE ACCOUNTING
REVIEW (American Association of University
Instructors in Accounting).

“Describes how federal and state courts are
organized and their methods of functioning in liti
gation, and explains the system of official reports . . .
presents the reasons for many of the law's principles.
. . . The author has had five years of law school
training . . . and a varied experience . . . the book
is eminently practical, with a scholarly, but not
pedantic, presentation of legal reasoning. . . . The
chapter on wills, estates and trusts discusses several
practical points which are likely to be omitted from a
law school course.” THE RESCRIPT (legal fra
ternity Gamma Eta Gamma).

“It sets forth in clear, simple language the funda
mental principles and facts of law without the
involved phraseology of legal writings for the pro
fession.” Norwalk (Conn.) HOUR.
“Admirably prepared for accountants and business
executives . . . prepared in terms easily understand
able to the average layman . . . should furnish the
necesary legal information to enable the layman to
know when he should consult his lawyer . . . the
author displays his unusual grasp of the two pro
fessions of accounting and law and of the close
relationship which exists between them.” N. A. C. A.
BULLETIN (National Association of Cost Account
ants).
“A refreshing absence of citations, references and
other impediments to lay understanding . . . easy
reading . . . concise, clear and comprehensive . . .
you will enjoy and value its possession.” THE
BULLETIN (New York Society of Accountants,
incorporated 1900).
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